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Executive Summary 
The COVID-19 pandemic health crisis has caused major disruption worldwide, creating a unique set of events 

in our current lifetime. Cybercriminals quickly bombarded the public with pandemic-related phishing scams, 

which has led to widespread suffering and loss of personal information. Phishing remains a persistent threat 

and targets human weaknesses by using social engineering techniques to convince victims to hand over their 

personal information. The disruptive events of the pandemic have further increased susceptibility to these 

types of cyberattacks. 

 

The ability for human-targeted cyberattacks to cause such an impact may have initially resulted from the 

global reduction in movement, as travel restrictions came into place and the workplace shifted from the office 

to the unfamiliar and unpredictable home setting. As people spend more time online, dependency on emails 

and messages has also increased. By capitalising on the emergent pandemic experience, many fraudsters have 

become psychological experts, increasingly adopting sophisticated ways of stealing information through these 

channels. 

 

Sophisticated attacks can often happen through a series of chained events. Phishing becomes a primary attack 

method that allows fraudsters to collect and steal personal and financial information, building up active target 

profiles in real-time. By following on with secondary and more devastating social engineering attacks, victims 

are being deceived and coerced into handing over online banking details or transferring funds, causing 

significant financial harm. 

 

Financially motivated cybercrime is shifting from the shadows of the dark web and is finding a welcoming 

audience within the sphere of social media. Emboldened influencers gain reputation and generate revenue 

through social channels that draw young people to cybercrime. UK cyber scam subculture emerges at the 

crossroads of the pandemic, where easy money is made online under the protection of the home. These online 

crimes are non-physical and can occur from any location, with high anonymity. This work aims to provide 

reader awareness and highlight the enhanced dangers of phishing and online scams in a crisis environment. 

 

Keywords 

Cybersecurity, COVID-19, Phishing, Pandemic Factors, Cyber Scam Subculture 
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Chapter 1 - Introduction 
The objective of Chapter 1 is to provide the structure, motivation, and methodology for the project, including 

the core objectives that this work will achieve. 

 

1.1 Project Motivation 

Unsurprisingly, psychological sophistication within the phishing threat landscape is likely to keep growing. In 

a crisis environment, it is the unfortunate targeting of the most vulnerable individuals, often at the point of 

them experiencing a sudden loss or when anticipating much-needed financial support. I am interested in 

identifying how quickly fraudsters have reacted to recent COVID-19 news and announcements, which might 

reveal more socially organised criminal activity. 

 

It is concerning how much fraud and online scamming go unnoticed and unreported. As the pandemic crisis 

lengthened, the prolonged events are likely to have had a de-stabilising effect on human behaviour and 

therefore increased phishing susceptibility. Specific research covered in Chapter 5 shows the serious matter 

of personal and financial information captured from phishing attacks, then freely shared and traded on public 

social media channels with little remorse. 

 

The motivation for this work is to help establish the connection between phishing as primary information 

capture, to then be distributed through wider criminal social networks, allowing others who are drawn to 

cybercrime to perform more sophisticated and advanced secondary-stage attacks. These serious and 

devastating final attacks can cause the most significant personal and financial harm. I am deeply motivated in 

providing reader awareness to aid in protecting against online phishing scams. 

 

1.2 Contribution 

This thesis makes three main contributions. Firstly, by examining phishing evidence during the COVID-19 

Omicron variant outbreak, the aim is to create a new visual timeline that builds on the earlier research [1] 

produced at the start of the pandemic. The aim is to study the reactivity of fraudsters who use pandemic crisis 

factors to target victims. Secondly, a case study covering the recent BBC Panorama investigation into social 

media fraudsters, may yield some significant findings and discover how younger people are drawn towards 

the glamour of cybercrime. Thirdly, by providing new research and analysis of underground public social media 

channel communications where services, techniques and financial profiles are freely being exchanged, a multi-

chain attack theory will be presented. 
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1.3 Project Outline and Structure 

The remainder of this project will be structured into five chapters. 

 

Chapter 2 – Review of the scientific literature provides a comprehensive cybersecurity literature review 

related to the current crisis environment. I will identify existing research areas to highlight gaps and how I can 

prepare a new contribution covering the very recent period of the last two years. 

 

Chapter 3 – How attackers target people and human factors during a crisis starts to build out a deeper study 

to explain how attackers use social engineering techniques and other phishing attack methods within the 

context of the pandemic. After providing a brief background on human behaviour, I will outline common types 

of phishing attack methods and techniques, social influence, human-related challenges, and pandemic-related 

situational factors that have arisen. I will identify various pandemic-related factors and how these have 

compounded to increase phishing susceptibility. 

 

Chapter 4 – Omicron: A visual timeline of phishing evidence provides a diagram of announcement events and 

phishing attacks to determine the speed at which attackers can modify phishing content to target victims. This 

chapter provides a new contribution and builds upon the existing literature covering the initial pandemic 

period in 2020. I will identify patterns between announcements and phishing evidence, using the classification 

of elements prepared in Chapter 3. I will also highlight how phishing campaigns start as a primary data 

collection mechanism for attackers to perform more advanced and targeted social engineering attacks. 

 

Chapter 5 – Case Study: Cyber scam subculture explores a case study of the BBC Panorama 

investigation, Hunting the Social Media Fraudsters. I will provide new contributing research uncovering social 

messaging application channels that have become readily available. I will identify advanced software 

techniques which perform secondary stage attacks and bypass one-time passcode protections. This chapter 

also explores how cyber scam subculture has developed to draw young people into a world of cybercrime 

through social media influence and the prospect of a luxury lifestyle. Finally, I will discuss three key issues from 

the investigation and provide my recommendations alongside each issue: 

• How cyber scam subculture has developed to draw young people into a world of cybercrime through 

social media influence. 

• How failures in removing scam content and fake accounts allow cybercriminals to circumvent controls. 

• Whether victims are forgotten as online scamming goes unreported. 
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Chapter 6 – Conclusions  

As a concluding chapter, I will provide a comprehensive summary of the core objectives set out in this project. 

I will demonstrate how pandemic factors outlined in Chapter 3 impact human behaviours and increase 

phishing susceptibility during a crisis. I will then argue that the findings in Chapter 4 raise important questions 

about how attackers might group in a herd to quickly target victims using chained attack techniques. I will 

discuss the case study from Chapter 5 and highlight the challenges that arise from UK cyber scam subculture 

and how difficult it is to prevent the distribution of material through social media channels. I also suggest that 

social media companies need to do more to prevent harmful content. In parallel, I highlight how the police 

and authorities need to modernise and adapt to the new threats that draw young people to cybercrime. In 

the concluding chapter, I will take an opportunity to summarise my thoughts, followed by limitations in the 

overall approach to this work. As a final objective and contribution, I will provide five additional 

recommendations to offer the reader awareness and highlight how to protect against online phishing scams. 
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1.3.1 Project structure 

 
Figure 1 - Project Structure 
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1.4 Objectives 

 

Table 1 of 11 - Objectives 

Objective Description Chapter 

1 Demonstrate how pandemic factors impact human behaviours and increase 

phishing susceptibility. 

Chapter 3 

2 Produce a visual timeline of pandemic phishing events, using the emergence 

of the Omicron variant to evidence how quickly attackers modified phishing 

campaigns to target victims. 

Chapter 4 

3 Use a case study to examine the recent BBC Panorama investigation: Hunting 

the Social Media Fraudsters and highlight key issues and recommendations. 

a) Identify whether there are plausible links between social-influenced 

cybercrime and a rise in independent actors using pandemic factors 

to their advantage. 

b) Provide new research to uncover specialist social messaging channels 

used to promote online scam activity and demonstrate how easy it is 

for young people to be drawn to cybercrime. 

c) Identify evidence of chained attack techniques. 

Chapter 5 

 

4 Provide five additional cyber security recommendations to safeguard against 

phishing threats and online scams. 

Chapter 6 

Table 1 - Objectives 
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1.5 Project scope 

COVID-19 has been a unique global event, and whilst this has impacted people from all over the world, this 

work primarily focuses on events in the United Kingdom (UK). 

 

Within the comprehensive scientific literature review in Chapter 2, I acknowledge other areas of cybercrime, 

such as malware and specifically ransomware. I recognise that the latter has become a significant challenge 

for many organisations during the pandemic health crisis [2]. However, this area will not be the primary focus 

of this project, and I will leave this to form a future research contribution. 

 

The project focuses primarily on the phishing attack area, which continues to be a highly dominant 

cybersecurity threat [3]. In Chapter 3, I acknowledge business email compromise (BEC). Whilst this is 

increasingly problematic for organisations, this project is specifically interested in how phishing attacks can 

quite easily lead to further financial and identity-based fraudulent activity and as part of chained 

attack techniques. Financial fraud is a broad area, and in Chapter 5, I attempt to focus on common types of 

online fraud rather than card-specific fraud. The specific goal is to uncover cyber scam subculture, social media 

influence, and social messaging applications used to promote and discuss online fraud techniques. 

 

Throughout this work, I aim to keep a consistent approach with terminology. Attackers, fraudsters, scammers, 

and cybercriminals all mean the same: someone attacking or targeting an individual or organisation to extract 

sensitive personal, financial information or assets from them. Online fraud, cyber scams, and scamming terms 

describe financially motivated crimes committed online. 

 

1.6 Project Methodology 

I used both the Royal Holloway Online Library1 and Google Scholar2 as a core search engine for high-quality 

and relevant academic material of the following types:  

• Research publications 

• Books 

 

I used the Google3 search engine to identify specialist research within the following categories: 

• Technical reports, websites and blogs for secondary data gathering  

• Online newspaper articles 

 
1 https://onlinelibrary.london.ac.uk/ 
2 https://scholar.google.com/ 
3 https://www.google.co.uk/ 
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The primary literature search covers the latest refereed research material available. Several books covering 

very recent events were unavailable through online library systems and were purchased directly for 

consideration in this thesis. Websites, security vendor reports and credible online newspaper resources were 

selected as the supporting evidence around the pandemic, and online fraud is continually evolving. Where 

possible, I selected newspaper articles of longstanding reputation in the UK, for example, The BBC, The 

Guardian, and The Telegraph. Website, blog articles, social media and online newspaper resources have been 

retrieved, which I recognise as non-academic sources. I acknowledge that there is often an advertising element 

within some security vendor reports, but I accept that the underlying research will have been carried out 

appropriately. 

 

The nature of this work considers very recent events in the past two years, where the availability of relevant 

peer-reviewed and well-cited research was initially challenging. During the preparation of this work, significant 

events occurred, notably the emergence of the Omicron COVID-19 variant. I decided that Chapter 4 would 

cover an analysis of immediate threats that evolved rapidly within weeks of the official announcement. During 

the initial research, it became apparent that there was scarce appropriate content from mainstream national 

newspaper sources. Regional source articles were selected instead due to their availability, see Section 4.2.3. 

In Chapter 5, I decided that I must de-identify all social media messaging application channel research for 

ethical reasons, see Section 5.4.1. 

 

1.6.2 Document styling, formatting, and referencing 

The report is structured into chapters and sections to ensure good readability throughout.  

 

The following styling choices have been made: 

• Bold – Chapters and Sections are highlighted in bold to indicate to the reader where the further 

discussion takes place. Phrases and headings are highlighted in bold where appropriate to indicate 

important discussion and summary topics. 

• Italic – Source titles and specific terms are written in italics. 

 

The IEEE referencing style [4] has been chosen for citing references. This referencing style involves a numerical 

system for indicating citation numbers inside square brackets, next to each passage or quote. The source page 

number will also be indicated where a direct quotation has been used. A complete list of corresponding 

references is available in the Bibliography section at the end of this thesis. Where necessary, footnotes will be 

highlighted next to the text and then listed at the bottom of the page. 
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1.7 Important terms and definitions 

APP – Authorised Push Payment 

BEC – Business Email Compromise 

BIN – Bank Information Number 

CVV – Card Verification Value 

CEO – Chief Operating Officer 

CIA Triad – Confidentiality, Integrity, Availability 

COVID-19 – Coronavirus disease 2019 (see SARS-CoV-2) 

DCMS – Digital, Culture, Media, and Sport 

DHSC – Department of Health and Social Care 

FBI – Federal Bureau of Investigation 

GDPR – General Data Protection Regulation 

HaaSS – Human-as-a-Security-Sensor 

HMRC – Her Majesty’s Revenue and Customs 

KYC – Know your customer 

NCA – National Crime Agency 

NHS – National Health Service 

NIST – National Institute of Standards and Technology 

ONS – Office for National Statistics 

OTP – One-Time Password 

Omicron – COVID-19 variant, classified as the B.1.1.529 variant 

PCR – Polymerase Chain Reaction, referring to COVID-19 testing 

SARS-CoV-2 – Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome Coronavirus 2 

SMS – Short Message Service, referring to a text message 

URL – Uniform Resource Locator, referring to an internet web address 

VPN – Virtual Private Network 

WHO – World Health Organisation 

2FA – Two-Factor Authentication 
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Chapter 2 - Background 
Whilst there is a delay in available research covering the latest events, there is a rich opportunity to build on 

the scientific research published shortly after the initial COVID-19 announcement in March 2020 [1] [5] [6] [7]. 

However, it is unlikely that this immediate research could have predicted that the pandemic would extend for 

two years, nor consider the prolonged impact of the pandemic on human behaviours. The emergence of the 

Omicron variant and subsequent announcements are likely to have triggered similar responses to the start of 

the pandemic, increasing overall susceptibility to phishing attacks as the crisis returned. 

 

As this environment has evolved so dramatically, this review of the scientific literature aims to provide a 

comprehensive background to cover cybercrime, a crisis environment, the impact of COVID-19 on 

cybersecurity, online fraud, pandemic distraction, and human weakness. 

 

2.1 Review of the Scientific Literature 

2.1.1 Cybercrime 

The global cost of cybercrime is likely to reach $6 trillion annually in 2021 [8], increasing to $10.5 trillion 

annually by 2025 [9]. Cybercrime describes “crimes committed using computers and the Internet” [10, p. 2]. 

Though cybercrime is now a widely used term, there is little agreement on how to define it. Schinder and Cross 

in [10] use the traditional crime triangle to liken motive, means and opportunity as a correlation to cybercrime, 

with the victim or target being people or the computer. In this case, the computer can either commit the 

crime, be the target of the crime or be used incidentally in the crime. Another model [11] draws between 

“crimes against the device”, where the confidentiality, integrity and availability (CIA triad) of a device is 

compromised, and “crimes using the device”, where a victim is targeted.  

 

According to the two 2013 Home Office reports on cybercrime offences [12] [13], distinctions are drawn 

between pure “cyber-dependent” and traditional “cyber-enabled” crimes. Within this literature review, I will 

refer to the model in Figure 2, which eloquently indicates the various sub-categories of “cyber-dependent” 

and “cyber-enabled” crime.  

 
Figure 2 – Cyber-dependent and cyber-enabled crime [12, p. 5] 
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2.1.2 Cyber-dependent crime: Malware 

Malware, meaning malicious software, has evolved dramatically in the past decade and much since the earlier 

work from Denning [14] on the classification of computer viruses. Primarily due to advancing levels of code 

sophistication [15] [16] and the use of new transmission and evasion methods, such as timing and network-

based techniques [17]. AI-driven malware uses deep-learning algorithms to perform more effective attacks 

and may soon become widespread [18]. Artificial intelligence could create many new problems, such as being 

applied to create more targeted and convincing social engineering threats via phishing or be used to evade 

existing malware detection measures that look for more traditional programming signatures.  

 

Some common examples of malware are viruses, trojans, worms, spyware, and ransomware. Discussions on 

computer virus Trojan horses date back to the 1960s [14], where Denning describes this type of malicious 

software as one of the most common ways of invisibly introducing a computer virus into a system. Attack 

chains have now become more sophisticated [19], where multiple malware types, such as Trojans and 

ransomware, are combined. Figure 3 shows how chained attacks allow multiple stages of lateral movement 

through a system or network to circumvent and evade various controls and deliver malicious payloads before 

a final system-locking ransomware package. I refer to this method in Chapter 5, to identify how social media 

channels enable chained attacks to succeed, using phishing and sophisticated online fraud techniques. 

 

 
Figure 3 - Sophisticated multi-attack chain scenario showing lateral movement [19, p. 7] 
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Ransomware aims to intrude into a system undetected before encrypting critical files and then demanding the 

user for payment or a “ransom”, often in the form of cryptocurrencies, to return the system and files to their 

original state [20]. The latest annual report from the National Cyber Security Centre [21] highlights three times 

as many ransomware-related attacks during the first quarter of 2021 than in 2019. During the pandemic health 

crisis, ransomware attacks have created a crisis for hospitals and healthcare organisations across the world 

and these often started through phishing attacks [2] [22] [23]. Figure 4 shows that spam phishing emails and 

weaknesses exploited through social engineering techniques correspond to the highest infection causes. 

Cybercriminals take advantage of these entry points to increase the overall likelihood of attack success [24]. 

 
Figure 4 – Common causes of ransomware infection 2021 [24] 

 

This thesis focuses on “cyber-enabled” crimes, primarily through phishing and financial fraud. As cybersecurity 

threats continue to evolve during the pandemic, phishing frequency also increased, appearing in 36% of 

breaches and 11% higher than in 2020 [25]. 

 

2.1.3 Cyber-enabled crime: Social engineering and phishing 

The broader category of social engineering is now being described as “social actions” [25], with phishing and 

pretexting within the top threat techniques. When attackers combine a technical angle, such as phishing, with 

persuasive techniques to target human weaknesses, this could be better categorised as a socio-technical 

approach [26]. Hadnagy in [27] introduces four main phishing attack vectors; smishing, vishing, phishing and 
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impersonation. However, various technical methods are being utilised across the social engineering attack 

space [28] [29], some of which I will cover in Chapter 3.  

 

As smartphone usage grows worldwide [30], phishing and specifically smishing attacks continue to increase in 

popularity [31]. Smishing-based attacks are particularly concerning in specific geographic locations, such as 

South Korea, where mobile device ownership has grown to almost 100% [32]. In the UK, at least 87% of adults 

in the UK owned smartphones in 2020 [33], with overall dependency and usage increasing since the pandemic 

started [34]. Attackers are now specifically optimising phishing content for mobile devices [35] to target those 

who might be distracted when checking new messages and emails in a rush. Canova et al. in [36] agree that 

there are often challenges identifying the legitimacy of a website URL, especially when using a smaller screen 

mobile device and that fraudsters look to exploit these techniques. 

 

Hadnagy and Fincher in [3] summarise that phishing has become such a high-profile attack vector because of 

its relative ease in reaching vast numbers of people and its ability to create urgency and get users to do 

something quickly without thinking. Their work documents many historical high-profile data breaches that 

occurred due to phishing. Critically, they mention post-disaster situations, where fraudsters like to take 

advantage of a crisis environment and “people’s desire to help others” [3, p. 19]. 

 

2.1.4 A crisis environment 

In early 2020, the World Health Organisation (WHO) announced the global outbreak of Severe Acute 

Respiratory Syndrome Coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) known as COVID-19, declaring it a pandemic on 11th March 

2020 [37]. During the initial COVID-19 crisis, many individuals were easily distracted. Fraudsters quickly began 

deploying malicious phishing campaigns and websites with coronavirus-themed keywords and terms to lure 

and deceive vulnerable users [38] [39]. Cybercrime is often highly opportunistic and is likely to thrive in a crisis 

environment [5]. Impersonation and anonymity are easily achievable online [40], where cybercriminals can 

frequently exploit and trick users into believing they are accessing credible resources. Naidoo in [5] developed 

a “multi-level influence model”, see Figure 5, to map pandemic context as situational factors and then towards 

attack methodologies. The model helps further understand the dynamic process cybercriminals look to follow 

when targeting victims.  
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Figure 5 - The pandemic context – a “multi-level influence model” developed by Naidoo [5, p. 316] 

 

The COVID-19 pandemic provided a suitable backdrop for new situational factors to cause an impact, such as 

homeworking and shifts to online shopping. People spent much more time online [41], as the 

recommendation was to stay at home [42] [43]. The overwhelming disruption caused by the pandemic is likely 

to have increased susceptibility to phishing attacks. Naidoo in [5] summarises that information security 

academics have paid little attention towards linking criminological theories to certain situational factors, and 

critically that “cybercriminals are resorting to increasingly more devious compliance techniques by integrating 

greater elements of situational factors into their scam designs.” [5, p. 315]. In Chapter 3, I will aim to 

contribute to this specific research field by drawing upon the importance of the pandemic-related context 

brought on by situational factors and the associated opportunities seized by cybercriminals.  

 

2.1.5 The impact of COVID-19 on cybersecurity 

At the beginning of the global pandemic, a staggering number of cybersecurity attacks occurred [44], but as 

the pandemic lengthened, new waves of sophisticated and opportunistic attacks have continued to surface 

[45]. Okereafor, in his recent book Cybersecurity in the COVID-19 pandemic [46], states the following, “a 

pandemic on its own neither stops nor promotes cybercrime activities, but can potentially trigger a chain of 
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abnormal events that could lead to elevated waves of cybercrimes” [46, p. 17]. I will attempt to interpret this 

point throughout by explaining how prolonged disruption and pandemic-related situational factors can impact 

human behaviour in a crisis. 

 

Lallie et al. in [1] provide a visual timeline of events, covering the period March-May 2020, see Figure 6. This 

timeline reveals the sheer extent of the UK’s problems during the initial pandemic period. In Chapter 4, I will 

extend their initial research to focus specifically on phishing evidence by creating a visual timeline of the 

disruption caused by the emergence of the COVID-19 Omicron variant. This contribution will track a key 

objective in this thesis to determine how quickly attackers can modify pandemic-themed phishing content to 

target unsuspecting victims. 

 
Figure 6 - Timeline of COVID-19 cybersecurity events in the UK [1, p. 9] 

 

Several studies [1] [47] highlighted rapid digital and technological acceleration, further brought on by the 

COVID-19 pandemic. Organisations and their technology providers had to quickly accelerate to accommodate 

the increased demand for collaboration tooling and necessary connection bandwidth. However, some 

companies may have grown trust-dependent on the vendors that provide software and tools [48], leading to 

the adoption of incorrect risk-based approaches. Cybersecurity risk increased primarily due to the dispersion 

of users working remotely [49] and the decreased situational awareness that this caused [50]. Okereafor in 

[46] shows that COVID-19-related cybersecurity incidents aligned tightly to the initial advisories that initiated 

a global shift to working from home. This work highlighted that no business is immune from cyberattacks, but 

that employee exposure to pandemic factors did accelerate to make these risks more apparent. Furnell in [6] 
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considers that organisational “unpreparedness” played a key factor in rising cybersecurity-related incidents. 

In this research, it became clear that before the pandemic struck, so few employees were regularly working 

from home, it was unlikely that organisations even needed to consider mitigating the risk. The primary risk is 

that employees become more distracted and less vigilant over time due to increasing pandemic-related 

factors [50]. 

 

Georgiadou et al. in [51] state that readily-deployable finances and technical solutions allowed larger 

enterprises the flexibility to adapt to intense pandemic-related change within their business environments. 

However, they argued that prioritising the immediate need to ensure remote access may have inadvertently 

reduced the focus on overall asset protection. Malecki in [49] indicated that organisations observed a 

significant number of cyber-attacks during the initial pandemic period, which used advanced social 

engineering techniques to target weaknesses in the technology supply chain. Okereafor in [46] attempted to 

highlight that the pandemic period did create an opportunity for organisations to examine their digital assets 

more carefully. He observed that they became more conscious of cybersecurity due to a significant rise in 

cybercrime cases, which “ignited the focus” [46, p. 17] and increased global demand for cybersecurity 

expertise. However, if an organisation cannot prioritise and hire the relevant expertise to protect information 

and assets within this new operational climate, variance in overall preparedness may continue to exist.  

 

2.1.6 A rise in online fraud 

Financially motivated organised criminal groups are often involved in various criminal activities during crisis 

events [52]. However, some of the earlier pandemic research questioned the direct involvement of such 

organised groups [53] [54]. Riccardi in [55] suggests a high likelihood that organised crime groups were 

indirectly involved and targeted COVID-19 related “recovery funds” designed to reach the most vulnerable 

people during the pandemic period. In the UK, the HM treasury had initially estimated that total exposure to 

losses from COVID-19 emergency scheme-related opportunistic fraud and error at £15bn [56]. However, more 

recent announcements from the Office for Budget and Responsibility (OBR) now place this figure closer to 

£29bn [57]. As it transpires, HMRC now firmly believes that £5.2bn of taxpayers’ money has been stolen 

through opportunistic fraud [58], see Figure 7, from the COVID-19 emergency response schemes, such as 

furlough and £4.9bn of fraudulent loans taken out as part of the business bounce-back loan scheme [59]. 

These figures suggest that a significant amount of UK COVID-19-related opportunistic fraud has not been 

prevented by the authorities and the banks facilitating the loans. Online fraud is likely to have been highly 

lucrative for both organised groups and new individuals during the pandemic. 
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Figure 7 - Estimated rate of error and opportunistic fraud in the 2020-21 COVID-19 support schemes [58]  

 

It is important to look towards other emerging angles, such as a rise in young people drawn towards 

cybercrime [60] and enticed towards money laundering [61, p. 56]. Technology can act as an enabling factor, 

introducing attractive pathways, such as cryptocurrencies [62], which can further interest young people. 

Whilst larger organised crime groups might also utilise subscription and affiliate programmes [63] to lure 

participants, boredom [64], unemployment or other unexpected events caused by the pandemic could also 

contribute to a rise of independent actors looking for financial opportunities. Widely available low-cost boiler-

plate phishing toolkits require minimal technical skill and yield much higher rewards than other traditional 

methods and physical crimes. Ultimately it is highly likely that some individuals may have turned to forms of 

cybercrime during the pandemic to provide an income, as a recent BBC Panorama documentary critically 

uncovered [65]. Independent threat actors are taking advantage of new opportunities created through the 

rapidly evolving pandemic attack surface [66] [67]. Since those already experiencing pandemic factors, such 

as constantly changing Government guidance [68], might also be able to know precisely how to target others 

and adapt to the disruption. I will utilise a case study in Chapter 5 to explore how social media scam 

influencers depict a life of luxury and, by doing so, draw younger technical individuals towards a world of 

phishing and cybercrime. 

 

2.1.7 Homeworking and pandemic distraction 

In recent years, changes in business models and a more modern workforce have seen the movement of users 

and devices shift outside of traditional corporate and academic perimeters and outside zones of control [69]. 

Homeworking within the pandemic climate involved many people rapidly shifting from their traditional 

working environments to the home, primarily due to various authorities compelling them to do so [46]. The 

pandemic and subsequent restrictions placed upon people during the crisis meant that workers were even 

more dispersed and were shifted rapidly to a remote-working setup, which was previously not a common 
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practice [70]. Cybercriminals quickly took advantage of this through phishing campaigns since people became 

more easily contactable at home [71]. Lallie et al. [1] suggest that “working at home en-masse has realised a 

level of cyber security concerns and challenges never faced before by industry and citizenry” [1, p. 2]. New 

working models also mean these threats are unlikely to go away in the short term [72], straining resources 

and operational output. Further, this could lead to unprepared staff diverting away from their normal 

operations, which occurred at the UK’s Defence training academy [73], causing significant disruption. 

 

Other interesting studies in [74] [75] suggest that several psychological factors become challenged when work 

duties are performed at home. In work by Savolainen et al. [75], a deep study of Finnish workers during the 

pandemic shows that increased psychological distress, including “technostress”, contributed to increased 

levels of COVID-19-related anxiety notably impacting work performance, overall wellbeing and mental health. 

This research correlates with Giuntella et al. in [76], which critically highlights the overall impact on individuals’ 

mental health during the COVID-19 pandemic, noting this impact was severe and that those surveyed reported 

symptoms of depression during the pandemic across broadly all age groups. However, in this crucial area and 

recent timeline, there is relatively limited research, outside of medical-setting specific research [77] [78], on 

pandemic-related stress resulting from working at home. 

 

2.1.8 Humans as the strongest link 

Much of the existing literature [5] [79] [80] [81] [48] suggests that it is easy for cybercriminals to target and 

exploit human vulnerabilities and that humans remain the weakest link in cybersecurity matters. It is the 

notion that “even the strongest technical protection systems can be bypassed if an attacker successfully 

manipulates the user into divulging a password, opening a malicious e-mail attachment or visiting a 

compromised website.” [28, p. 1]. Heartfield and Loukas in [28] attempt to challenge much of the current 

thinking by exploring the use of a prototype “Human-as-a-Security-Sensor” (HaaSS) framework. They suggest 

that humans should be empowered as the “strongest link”. The framework aims to use human context within 

detection mechanisms to notify users of incoming social engineering attacks so that preventative measures 

can be immediately enabled. Cognitive research from Jensen et al. in [82] starts to explore supplemental 

“mindfulness” to encourage human-related security awareness and reduce susceptibility to phishing attacks. 

Overall, this is an exciting area of cognitive research. I believe we will begin to see innovation that looks to 

strengthen the human element, reducing the stigma around human-centric cybersecurity weakness.  

 

Chapter 3 now examines how attackers look to target human weakness during a crisis. In such a modern crisis 

environment, new situational factors further increase susceptibility towards devious phishing attack 

techniques. 
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Chapter 3 – How attackers target people and human factors during a crisis 
The overall objective of this chapter is to focus primarily on phishing attacks to provide examples of how 

attackers look to target people during a crisis environment. The chapter will begin with a background on 

human behaviour. Sections 3.2 - 3.5 provide a detailed cross-section of phishing attack methods, social 

influence, human and situational factors. Each item within these sections will contain a description and 

examples, providing pandemic-related context to highlight susceptibility to phishing. 

 

Chapter 3 also acts as preparation for the work in Chapter 4, where the items from this chapter are to be 

correlated against recent COVID-19 announcements and phishing evidence to produce a visual timeline of 

events. 

 

3.1 Background 

Previous disaster events have often led to a rise in cyber-related crime and opportunistic attacks on vulnerable 

victims [83]. The COVID-19 pandemic has not differed [84] and, as a unique global event, will have impacted 

and overwhelmed people in many different ways. Coelho et al. in [85] highlight that the COVID-19 pandemic 

“formed a serious multi-etiological global mental health challenge influencing every aspect of life and 

disrupting the social fabric.” [85, p. 3].  

 

With prolonged exposure to a crisis environment, human responses, such as uncertainty, stress, anxiety, and 

exhaustion, will have increased the risk of errors in decision-making. Attackers will also have utilised the chaos 

and disruption to their advantage. Crimando in [50] recognises the significance of human behaviour being of 

vital interest to attackers since “they know how to manipulate it to achieve their goals” [50, p. 3]. As attackers 

adapted during the pandemic, through shared human experience, they undoubtedly became psychological 

experts [86]. 

 

The psychologist Kurt Lewin in [87] outlines the following heuristic formula B = f (P,E) to explain what defines 

human behaviour. In this formula, human behaviour (B) is a function (f) of the relationship between the 

person (P) and the environment (E) they find themselves in.  

 

To frame this formula within the scope of this thesis, the person or “P” factors indicate the psychological 

influence techniques, such as authority and scarcity, which attackers aim to exploit against a target. Therefore, 

the “E” factors indicate the pandemic environment, where confusion, stress, and uncertainty flourished as the 

crisis unfolded. Situational factors, such as rapidly changing Government guidance and long-term working 

from home routines, also contribute to these “E” factors. It is essential to acknowledge that during a prolonged 
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period of disruption caused by the crisis, which will be two years when this work is published, these “E” factors 

will continually evolve. Cybercriminals know this too, as they adapt within the current environment to use 

more devious methods, which I will explore through a timeline study of phishing attacks during the recent 

Omicron COVID-19 variant in Chapter 4. 

 

At the cognitive level, several factors can affect susceptibility towards the threat of phishing, such as variability 

in impulsiveness and different personality traits [88]. Certain cognitive biases can also lead to misjudgement 

and increased susceptibility [89]. Overconfidence bias occurs when people believe they are less likely to 

experience something negative than others. Fatalistic thinking is contrary in that people believe there is little 

they can do about a situation and therefore assume it will happen anyway. In both cases, the outcome is the 

same. Both stem from the misinterpretation of risk [90], and unpreparedness can increase susceptibility to 

phishing and cybersecurity threats. 

 

It is important to introduce phishing attack concepts and technical methods next as a starting point. Secondly, 

I will explore the person (P) factors, social influence, and human factors. Finally, I will provide examples 

of environmental (E) situational factors that caused an impact during the pandemic. 

 

3.2 Phishing attack types and technical methods 

Phishing attacks, primarily through email, have become a persistent threat group primarily used to steal 

information from victims [50]. Several phishing variations have been selected for Table 2 in Section 3.2.1, 

covering common delivery approaches, such as smishing, vishing, spear-phishing, and whaling. There are 

many technical methods available to attackers carrying out phishing attacks; however, I have selected specific 

techniques for Table 3 in Section 3.2.2, which are likely to have helped by technically enabling phishing 

attempts to become more successful during the pandemic. I acknowledge that this is by no means an 

exhaustive list but that it is sufficient to cover the scope of this chapter. 

 

Tables 2 and 3 aim to provide pandemic context to show how various phishing attack methods have targeted 

victims during this period. As a simple classification method, phishing attack types will be identified in the 

table using the format P1 to P5 and technical methods using T1 to T7. 
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3.2.1 Phishing attack types 

Table 2 of 11 – Phishing attack types  

ID Phishing 

attack 

types 

Description Pandemic context 

P1 Phishing 

(email) 

Phishing emails are often sent to recipients 

indiscriminately and conveniently in bulk, 

through spoofing techniques, see Section 3.2.2, 

and by impersonating trusted sources. The term 

phishing is analogous to fishing by using social 

engineering techniques, such as lures and hooks 

within a sea of potential victims on the internet. 

Fake NHS emails [91]  disguised using official logos and 

urging recipients to act quickly by offering free COVID-

19 testing will have triggered fear and urgency 

responses for those who received these phishing 

emails. Carefully disguised URLs using NHS keywords 

and other Typosquatting techniques, see Section 

3.2.2, trick users into clicking them. Malicious phishing 

websites and forms then aim to harvest personal and 

financial information. 

P2 Smishing 

(sms 

phishing) 

While phishing uses email as the attack 

technique, smishing, which combines SMS and 

phishing, utilises text messages. Sometimes 

these phishing messages can have a higher 

response rate than emails [92] and can be easily 

disguised to include harmful links that appear 

from a legitimate source. 

Fake text messages claiming to come from the NHS 

[91] with urgent and misleading content will have 

caused many individuals to panic. If convinced by the 

short message and believing they had come into close 

contact with someone who has COVID-19, they may 

have inadvertently clicked on a malicious link inside 

the message. See Figure 9 for an example of a fake 

NHS text message. 

P3 Vishing 

(voice 

phishing) 

Vishing or voice phishing involves voice calls, 

which can be automated or spoofed by an 

attacker to create a disguise, see Section 3.2.2. 

These voice attacks aim to use social 

engineering techniques to extract sensitive 

information from a target via a conversation or 

automated calling. 

In Vishing evidence reported during the pandemic 

[93], an elderly individual received a call from 

someone claiming to be from the NHS. The victim had 

to pay a small fee to update their NHS COVID pass 

details. The fraudster might have used the principles 

of authority and liking by pretending to work for the 

NHS. Common Vishing attempts can be more 

successful when spoofing the phone number and 

using various social engineering techniques to trick the 

recipient into providing personal and financial 

information. 

P4 Spear-

phishing 

Spear-phishing usually involves precise targets 

of interest as part of a cleverly coordinated 

approach to gain access or cause disruption. 

Often, these types of attacks form part of a 

During the pandemic, the hiring and onboarding of 

new users will have happened in virtual settings, with 

lots of information exchanged over email. There is 

evidence [95] of spear-phishing campaigns targeting 
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chained approach, or they allow secondary 

attacks through a compromised initial target. 

Business email compromise (BEC) attacks are 

becoming a more popular way to describe the 

workplace scenario where attackers look to 

combine various techniques as part of a spear-

phishing attack, such as persuasive social 

engineering, using email spoofing to disguise 

the origin or by enticing an employee to 

download a malicious attachment [94]. More 

advanced spear-phishing attacks will involve 

detailed research on the target, aiming to 

compromise a single user. These approaches 

might also target the technology stack used by 

an organisation to exploit specific 

vulnerabilities common to the target. 

specific remote-working and return to work scenarios, 

see Section 3.5, to trick individuals with fake COVID-

19 workplace protocols. This example is a precise and 

advanced spear-phishing attack technique. It might 

have involved detailed research on the location of 

employees or by collating information from job 

posting websites to target new starters. 

P5 Whaling Whaling attacks aim to target higher-ranking 

individuals in an organisation, such as members 

of the executive team. Attackers know that 

senior individuals usually have access to the 

most sensitive information or may have 

elevated credentials and less scrutiny on their 

accounts, which might be highly desirable. 

Notably, a whaling attack happened in 2015 at 

the networking company Ubiquiti. £33m was 

lost through the fraudulent transfer of funds as 

a senior staff member was impersonated [96]. 

CEOs, just like employees, were at home during the 

pandemic. Outside of the physical setting of the 

organisation, senior executives may have become 

more susceptible to targeted whaling attacks. Remote 

working has meant that these senior individuals 

became physically distanced from their staff and the 

protections of an office environment. 

Some organisations also suffered immensely due to 

the pandemic disruption, seeing many cyber-attacks 

occurring during the initial crisis [49]. These events will 

have likely put a large amount of stress upon senior 

individuals suddenly running operations remotely, 

increasing the risk of whaling attempts becoming 

successful. 

Table 2 - Phishing attack types 
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3.2.2 Phishing technical methods 

Table 3 of 11 – Phishing technical methods  

ID Technical 

methods 

Description Pandemic context 

T1 Spoofing Email spoofing techniques disguise the sender’s 

email address to trick the recipient into 

believing the message originates from someone 

they trust. Spoofing tools allow fraudsters to 

modify and forge email headers to disguise the 

sender address rendered in the recipient’s mail 

client application [97]. Section 5.2 highlights 

the advanced nature of spoofing software and 

services, which can quickly disguise phone 

numbers for Vishing and Smishing attacks and 

run automated calls to steal one-time password 

codes. 

During the pandemic, the Government, NHS, and 

media outlets issued high-frequency information 

updates [98]. Phishing attempts could quite easily be 

mistaken for these official announcements. The ability 

for fraudsters to technically disguise their phishing 

campaigns using spoofing techniques is likely to have 

resulted in users unknowingly divulging their personal 

and financial information. 

T2 Static 

phishing 

kits 

Static phishing kits allow attackers to rapidly 

customise static content using software and 

templates. Sometimes referred to as boilerplate 

kits, these can include pre-built user-interface 

elements that replicate official Government or 

health organisation styles. 

Fake NHS emails quickly circulated during the 

pandemic [91], which contained identical fonts, styles 

and official NHS logos to trick users into believing 

these were legitimate emails from official health 

service providers.  

T3 Dynamic 

phishing 

kits 

Dynamic phishing kits allow attackers to use 

more advanced techniques to extract personal 

information, login credentials and two-factor 

authentication codes dynamically as part of the 

phishing content [99]. 

There is evidence from the NCSC [100] of dynamic 

phishing kits being used to replicate the UK 

Government GOV.UK websites during the 

pandemic, see Figure 8. The malicious clones of well-

known, trusted websites aim to harvest personal and 

financial information from a user. These clones may 

have had a higher chance of success around the period 

when the UK Government was offering emergency 

financial support, such as the “Hardship Fund” [101], 

drawing users who needed financial support to 

GOV.UK websites. 

T4 Mobile 

optimised 

content 

Attackers can better disguise content and 

malicious URLs by optimising phishing content 

for smaller screens. Since mobile devices are 

smaller and portable, it is much more likely that 

Many individuals were likely distracted by the 

situation and changing events during the pandemic. 

The regular announcements and news reports may 

have resulted in more frequent activity on mobile 
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users will scan and swipe through content 

quickly and spend less attention than on a fixed 

desktop device. 

devices. However, this may have led to lower focus 

and attention on the content received on these 

smaller mobile devices, increasing the phishing 

success rates. Using Typosquatting techniques, 

attackers can create very long URL strings that 

potentially stretch outside of smaller mobile screens, 

disguising the true nature of these malicious links and 

increasing the chance of successful clicks. 

T5 Typo-

squatting 

Typosquatting or URL hijacking and 

manipulation refers to several techniques 

which allow attackers to impersonate existing 

URL domains. Typosquatting involves subtle 

misspelling of the malicious domain by mixing, 

missing, or duplicating similar letters, which 

might easily fool a target. Alternatively, using 

the same URL path but choosing a different top-

level domain, such as .org.uk instead of .org, 

might be enough to convince a target. 

Convincing keywords, special characters, 

hyphens, or full stops in the target domain can 

lengthen a URL outside of device screens to 

improve the disguise. 

There is evidence of Typosquatting techniques [91] 

used in the fake NHS emails and messages sent to 

recipients during the pandemic. The URLs within these 

phishing campaigns cleverly used NHS and COVID-19 

related terminology to hide the malicious nature of 

the URL links. Figure 10 shows an example of 

Typosquatting in the following URL:  

https://nhs-pcr-testkit.com.  

This example contains targeted keywords to convince 

a recipient. Unfortunately, harmful phishing links can 

also start to appear in mainstream search engines. By 

utilising paid advertising techniques, attackers can 

promote their phishing website URL above other 

legitimate websites in search rankings [102]. 

T6 Malicious 

QR codes 

QR codes are machine-readable matrix bar 

codes that allow stored URLs within the QR 

pattern to be scanned and read by using mobile 

devices. 

During the pandemic, QR codes quickly became a 

popular and effective way of contact-free URL sharing 

when individuals became cautious of close contact 

due to the virus. Physical menus were replaced with 

QR codes in a restaurant setting to reduce interaction 

when ordering. NHS systems also used QR codes for 

vaccination certificates and “track and trace” systems 

[103]. The challenge with QR codes from a cyber 

security perspective is that the pattern that users scan 

is not easily identifiable from one to another. An 

attacker could generate a physical malicious QR code 

as part of a multi-layer phishing campaign to direct a 

target to a malicious website. 

T7 Use of AI Deepfake, as a term, describes where audio and 

video content, using AI deep-learning tools and 

The Government urged people to stay inside during 

the pandemic, and organisations shifted rapidly to a 
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techniques, is fabricated [104]. Large sample 

datasets, sometimes gathered through the 

social reconnaissance activity of a person of 

interest, are processed to create the 

artificial Deepfake content. To bypass security 

controls, attackers aim to use 

this Deepfake content as part of targeted spear-

phishing and BEC attacks to convince someone 

they are interacting with a genuine person. 

work from home setup. Virtual communication tools 

replaced physical face-to-face information exchange, 

which might have allowed deepfake phishing attacks 

to become more successful. Without the in-person 

verification that workplace settings often provide, 

spear-phishing attacks using AI deepfake techniques 

could have succeeded. 

Table 3 - Phishing technical methods 

 

 
Figure 8 - Example of fake GOV.UK webpage using dynamic phishing kits to clone official elements to steal personal and financial 

information [100] 

 

3.3 Social engineering and influence techniques 

Social engineering tricks allow cybercriminals to lure or convince a target into a vulnerable situation, ultimately 

and with enough patience, to gain access to their personal information [105]. These social engineering tricks 

can convince a target to click malicious links or reply to messages. Successful social engineers do so without 

raising any suspicion and are not always outsiders [106], building trust and likeability since people are more 

likely to say yes to others they like [107].  
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In Fogg [108], we know that social engineers aim to target and exploit social and cognitive vulnerabilities 

through persuasive influencing methods. They do this through nudges and by motivating a target to take an 

easy action, resulting in a successful response. A target will often unknowingly give up sensitive information 

since social engineers interfere with the target’s emotions, causing them to reveal information, sometimes 

through misinterpretation of the original message [109]. 

 

In his book Influence: The Psychology of Persuasion [110], Cialdini identifies “six principles of influence”. By 

exploring these six influence techniques in Table 4, the aim is to provide examples where pandemic context 

will have allowed social engineers to exploit and convince victims to respond to requests via phishing. As a 

simple classification method, each influence technique will be identified in the table using the format I1 to I6. 

 

Table 4 of 11 – Influence techniques  

ID Influence 

techniques 

Description Pandemic context 

I1 Reciprocation 

 

Neurological responses are triggered 

when we receive something, affecting 

our decision-making [111]. People 

often feel obliged to return the favour 

if offered something first. 

Much of the evidence of fake NHS phishing emails and 

messages seen during the pandemic [112] shows content 

that offered free testing kits, vaccine appointments and 

options to update COVID-19 pass information for a small 

cost. These phishing campaigns will have used the principle 

of reciprocity to try to offer something free in return for 

cleverly disguised requests for personal or financial 

information. 

I2 Commitment 

and 

Consistency 

 

People tend to admire and value 

commitment, consistency and honesty 

seen in others. Guadagno and Cialdini 

in [113] refer to this as the “foot-in-

the-door” procedure, whereby 

someone starts with a small request 

and then moves onto a second or 

larger request. 

Pandemic phishing campaigns often start with a small 

request in an email or message, such as stating that a 

person is now eligible for a COVID-19 pass and that they can 

apply via a link. Figure 9 demonstrates the persuasive 

techniques used. Once a person clicks on the malicious link, 

further personal and financial information requests may 

occur. 

I3 Social proof 

 

When uncertain about a decision or 

situation, people often look at others 

to guide them or for validation. Social 

media and frequent communication 

between friends and family can often 

As the pandemic unfolded, many essential items, face 

masks and COVID-19 test kits became out of stock for 

periods. Stockpiling behaviours developed because of the 

panic response to certain items being unavailable. It is likely 

that the uncertainty surrounding the crisis spread through 

social communication at the time. If people saw others 
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trigger these behaviours, which relate 

to the principle of social proof. 

 

stockpiling items, it was likely that this would have guided 

their behaviours to attempt to source and stockpile certain 

items. 

I4 Liking 

 

People are more likely to say yes to 

those they like, find attractive, or if the 

person they are interacting with is 

similar to them [111]. Strangers can 

also be more persuasive if they come 

across as likeable. 

At the start of the pandemic, there was a “Clap for Carers” 

movement, where people celebrated NHS staff by clapping 

outside their homes each week [114]. In Vishing evidence 

seen during the pandemic [93], fraudsters targeted 

vulnerable individuals by pretending to call from the NHS. 

The principle of liking may have been used to convince a 

target that they were being called by a hard-working and 

likeable NHS staff member, offering their help to the 

community. Fraudsters might have used the pandemic 

environment and sentiment towards the NHS to start a 

conversation topic as part of a subtle social engineering 

attack. 

I5 Authority 

 

It is human nature to reciprocate and 

help someone in a position of 

hierarchy or authority [115]. When we 

believe we are interacting with 

someone of authority, we are more 

likely to follow instructions, and social 

engineers take advantage of this by 

impersonating common positions of 

authority, such as the police, from a 

bank or someone from the NHS. 

In Vishing (voice phishing) social engineering scenarios, 

see Section 3.2.1, authority is a primary persuasive method 

used to impersonate others and instil fear in a victim [116]. 

Another common example is when fraudsters use email 

spoofing and deepfake AI techniques, see Section 3.2.2, to 

impersonate a senior person in an organisation, such as a 

CEO. In this case, they will try to convince an employee to 

transfer money to them urgently as part of a targeted 

phishing campaign. These attacks can have a high success 

rate as individuals believe they are exchanging contact with 

a senior person in the company, and as they do not wish to 

lose their job, they follow orders. 

I6 Scarcity 

 

When we believe something is in short 

supply, we often want it more. Scarcity 

can override specific decision-making, 

as we place a high value on something 

we believe to be of limited availability. 

Attackers use scarcity techniques to 

motivate individuals to act quickly 

[116]. 

During the pandemic, certain items were in high demand or 

became unavailable, for example, face masks and COVID-19 

testing kits. Fake NHS health-related phishing email 

attempts [91] offering free testing kits may have triggered 

scarcity responses. When these items were in short supply, 

this may have led to panic responses and clicking unsafe 

links without thoroughly checking whether these were safe. 

Fraudsters may have also targeted those working from 

home with spear-phishing emails, see Section 3.2.1, that 

appear to have come from the organisation or academic 
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institution’s IT. By crafting an email that explains that an 

individual’s work account will be deactivated in a short 

period, then by using a malicious link to steal login 

credentials. 

Table 4 - Influence techniques 

 

 
Figure 9 - Example of fake NHS smishing message, showing persuasive techniques (sourced directly as received by the author) 

 

3.4 Human factors 

Whenever a human element is involved, an attacker will attempt to target and manipulate a victim through 

the shared understanding of human behaviours [86]. I have chosen to include the following elements in Table 

5 for their suitability and to provide pandemic context during the crisis. The focus of this table is to highlight 

human susceptibility to phishing attacks. I acknowledge that this is by no means an exhaustive list of human 

factors, but some of the most relevant to the scope of this chapter. As a simple classification method, each 

human factor will be identified in the table using the format H1 to H8. 

 

Table 5 of 11 – Human factors  

ID Human 

Factors 

Description Pandemic context 

H1 Emotions Emotions and emotional impact play a 

crucial part in our overall decision 

making, bias and overall judgment 

[117]. Incidental emotions, such as our 

The pandemic will have triggered emotional responses due 

to health-related concerns and changing situational factors. 

These changes have a high likelihood of impacting our 

overall behaviours and decision-making. Both incidental 
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mood, might be experienced as we 

decide on something but are not 

related to the decision [118]. 

Alternatively, a decision can cause 

integral emotions to surface when 

considering the implications, possibly 

from prior experience, resulting in 

anxiety or regret. 

and integral emotions will have amplified during the 

pandemic, specifically in situational scenarios, see Section 

3.5, related to the health of our family and friends. Anxieties 

may have developed, changing decision-making, increasing 

vulnerability and susceptibility to more convincing phishing 

threats. 

H2 Fatigue Physical and mental fatigue can occur 

because of stress or tiredness, leading 

to mistakes in judgement. Fatigue can 

also develop through repeated 

situational circumstances that 

manifest over time, creating a variance 

in our decision bias. 

Fatigue is an important topic within the context of 

pandemic events. National lockdowns and stay at home 

guidance, see Section 3.5, may have amplified the 

symptoms of fatigue, such as exhaustion, frustration or 

even developed into depression. During a prolonged crisis 

period, fatigue can cause a reduction of focus, therefore 

increasing our susceptibility to phishing threats. 

H3 Confusion Confusion can often occur due to 

misinformation or a general 

misunderstanding of certain 

information, which during a crisis 

period presented many challenges. 

In Section 3.3, the principle of Social 

Proof tells us that we often look to 

others to guide our decision-making. If 

this is not possible, confusion can occur 

if a person is alone. 

New Government announcements and emergency 

measures [119] changed what people could and could not 

do during the pandemic. According to some critics [120], 

much of the Government advice during the pandemic has 

been inconsistent and unclear. However, the spread of false 

and misleading information [121] has not helped. 

Ultimately, the overload of information will have led to 

confusion amongst the public. Vulnerable scenarios caused 

by the emergency measures and isolation rules would mean 

those physically alone were more at risk of being confused. 

If a person cannot verify the legitimacy of the information 

they receive, they are likely susceptible to fraud or online 

scams during the pandemic. 

H4 Stress When making decisions under stress or 

pressure, our behaviours are often 

erratic and different to how we might 

more calmly address a decision. 

Stressful situations can lead to 

inconsistent choices and reactions, 

differing from behaviours when not 

placed under pressure. 

 

In phishing evidence [91], fake NHS messages aim to trigger 

a stress response in a recipient. News surrounding new 

COVID-19 variants, such as Omicron, may have led to 

immediate and stressful reactions and increased 

susceptibility to phishing threats. 
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H5 Technostress Technostress is a term used to describe 

the resulting distress caused by 

ineffective coping strategies towards 

technology use [122]. 

People spent more time online during the pandemic [41] 

and needed to interact more with technology. For those 

less used to technology, technostress might explain other 

behaviours forming, such as frustration, mental exhaustion, 

or a feeling of technology burnout [75]. Technostress 

factors can increase the risk of errors in decision-making 

occurring. The pandemic accelerated the use of technology, 

such as NHS COVID-19 passes and various websites and 

online forms. Those unfamiliar with technology may have 

struggled to determine the legitimacy of these websites and 

become more susceptible to phishing emails and messages. 

H6 Urgency When information or a simple request 

arrives in a time-sensitive or urgent 

manner, it can be human nature to 

respond or do something more 

urgently and reactively. Sometimes, 

this can result in less care or 

consideration, such as sharing personal 

or financial details. In urgent scenarios, 

less verification of the legitimacy and 

trustworthiness of a source might 

occur. 

Fraudsters will use urgency techniques to convince a victim 

to do something by creating a sense of real urgency. The 

pandemic provided a prime environment for these 

techniques, see Figure 10, where the threat of being in 

close contact with someone who has the virus might nudge 

a recipient into clicking a link urgently. Urgent language in 

phishing messages, such as “you must order a Test Kit,” can 

further enforce a sense of urgency in a recipient. 

H7 Curiosity Curiosity or intrigue can sometimes 

occur through boredom. However, an 

attractive incentive or something that 

appears free from cost will usually be 

enough to pique human interest and 

curiosity. 

Fraudsters often use phishing campaigns with incentives to 

lure people into exploring something out of curiosity to 

bypass rational thinking. When travel costs increased due 

to new entry requirements for different countries, 

attackers used techniques to steal personal information 

and card details by offering a free or low-cost COVID-19 

testing kit for travel [112]. 

H8 Fear Fear is a human response to the threat 

of harm arising from a physical, 

emotional, or psychological response 

to a situation. The medium intensity of 

fear moves responses from 

nervousness to anxiety and worry, and 

higher intensity of fear can lead to 

desperation and panic [123]. 

Fraudsters capitalised on fear throughout the pandemic, 

specifically around health concerns and testing for the 

virus. Smishing text message evidence, see Figure 

10, shows targeting phishing message evidence, with 

content that evokes the threat of illness and positive 

contact with the virus. 

Table 5 - Human factors 
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Figure 10 - Example of a fake NHS smishing text message from February 2022 during the time of the Omicron variant wave [91] 

 

3.5 Situational factors 

The pandemic created situational circumstances which disrupted the way people responded and behaved. 

Due to various Government restrictions [98], much of the working population was ordered to stay inside and 

shifted to full-time homeworking [1]. 

 

I have chosen the following situational factors in Table 6 to explore how a number of these circumstances will 

have impacted people during the crisis and increased their susceptibility to phishing attacks. As a simple 

classification method, each situational factor will be identified in the table using the format S1 to S8. 

 

Table 6 of 11 – Situational factors  

ID Situational 

factors 

Description Pandemic context 

S1 Lockdown 

and stay at 

home orders 

In March 2020, the Government advised 

all citizens of the UK to stay inside, avoid 

non-essential contact with others outside 

of the household and avoid unnecessary 

travel [98]. At the same time, the DHSC 

issued stay at home and self-isolation 

orders if any household members 

developed Coronavirus symptoms [124]. 

Many individuals are likely to have suffered symptoms 

of stress, and fatigue when lockdown and stay at home 

orders with lifted and then subsequentially re-applied as 

new COVID-19 variants surfaced. As a result, it is 

essential to highlight that the overall effect of these 

restricting orders, further amplified with other 

situational factors discussed in this section, contributed 

to heightened COVID-19 anxiety and the emotional 
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Government-issued national lockdowns, 

requiring individuals to stay inside and 

help control the virus, were introduced by 

law at various points in 2020 and 2021 

[125]. 

disruption of a considerable number of people in the UK 

and around the world. Targeted phishing campaigns, 

aimed at tricking and coercing individuals into 

unwillingly providing personal and financial 

information, are likely to have had higher success rates 

due to the Government-issued orders and restrictions. 

S2 Homeworking Homeworking took immediate effect due 

to the advice from the Government to 

stay inside and remain at home [98]. 

Organisations quickly shifted to working 

models, which permitted employees to 

continue their regular duties from home. 

Attackers will have been looking to target 

those unsettled from regular working 

routines, taking prime advantage of the 

disruption caused by widespread remote 

working [51]. 

As highlighted in Section 3.4, technostress will have 

contributed to COVID-19-related anxiety and became 

linked with homeworking. Studies show that 

technostress can impact work performance [75]. Many 

individuals are still unlikely to have returned to their 

regular working routines or even a physical location. The 

prolonged impact of homeworking is therefore 

significant as a situational impact. Several other human 

factors discussed in Section 3.4, such as fatigue and 

stress, are likely to have been amplified by a state of 

permanent homeworking for almost two years. As more 

devious pandemic-related phishing campaigns evolved, 

they will likely to have had a higher success rate because 

of elevated behavioural responses and as individuals 

were much more easily contactable at home [71]. 

S3 Return to 

work 

At the beginning of the pandemic, 

businesses had to close, and some people 

were placed on temporary furlough 

schemes [126] or even lost their jobs. As 

companies hired new staff during the re-

opening period, many individuals 

returned to standard or hybrid working 

patterns. In a hybrid setup, individuals 

might attend their employment location 

on a rotational pattern, for example, two 

days per week. 

Inspired by the disruption to regular working patterns in 

the pandemic, evidence of phishing campaigns [95] 

targeted new starters by confusing those returning to 

employment or a physical work environment. These 

attacks allowed attackers to steal login credentials and 

then compromise systems. For those new employees 

starting in a remote working environment, this may 

have caught them off guard since the usual protections 

offered by in-person and office employee onboarding 

processes may not have been in place. 

S4 Remote 

teaching and 

home-

schooling 

As schools and academic institutions 

closed upon the news of the COVID-19 

virus spread [127], students and teachers 

were forced immediately into the new 

environment of education from home. 

Many human factors discussed in Section 3.4 are likely 

to have been strained due to the disruption caused by 

home education requirements during the pandemic. 

Younger children require regular supervision [128], 

which may have been inconsistent in a home setting, 
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Parents needed to provide educational 

support for their children but may have 

had no prior experience. The technology 

requirements for home education may 

have presented new financial and 

technical challenges. 

and where adults too were working and distracted. For 

parents, this is likely to have caused stress, 

technostress, and fatigue, increasing errors in decision-

making. Urgent-themed phishing attempts may have 

caught many parents and even children off-guard, 

causing high success rates and loss of sensitive 

information. 

From the academic institutions' perspective, increased 

bandwidth demanded by a rapid shift to new remote 

applications and video calling software may have put IT 

departments under considerable pressure. Many 

existing systems will not have been designed for fully 

remote scenarios, distracting those responsible for 

administrating remote-education services and 

potentially opening the educational organisations up for 

increased cybersecurity risk. This suggestion from a 

2021 NCSC report [129] highlighted increased 

cybersecurity risk and ransomware attacks targeting 

schools, colleges and universities in the UK. 

S5 Online 

shopping and 

home 

delivery 

As a result of the pandemic, brick and 

mortar shops had to close. People spent 

much more time online, which translated 

to increased online shopping [42]. Home 

delivery attempts would therefore have 

increased, including delivery-based 

message notifications. 

 

During the pandemic, a common menace has been 

delivery-related phishing attempts [130]. These 

phishing messages arrive explaining that a parcel has 

been missed, with a link to enter personal details to 

rearrange for a small fee. There could be an argument 

that people might react with confusion and curiosity 

since they had not left home. Alternatively, with such an 

increase in online shopping and home delivery, a person 

may inadvertently forget many of the items they had 

ordered, assume this was a legitimate parcel attempt 

and then fall prey to the phishing message by clicking an 

unsafe link. 

S6 Quarantine 

and illness 

Those who were unfortunate to catch the 

Coronavirus at various pandemic stages 

will have suffered from varying degrees of 

illness. The Government also issued travel 

guidance for all non-domestic UK arrivals 

[131] with specific restrictions to spend a 

period in quarantine. 

Those who lost family members and friends during the 

pandemic will have suffered from a wide range of 

human emotions. These factors could have increased 

susceptibility to phishing attacks and enabled much 

higher success rates. Quarantine, whether in a hotel due 

to country-specific entry requirements or self-isolation 

at home, may have caused unfamiliar behavioural 
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patterns, including fatigue, distraction, and confusion. If 

a person was suffering illness from the virus itself, this 

could have caused more severe levels of stress, fatigue, 

and fear to occur. 

S7 Financial loss The pandemic brought immediate 

disruption, causing the Government to 

issue lockdowns and order citizens to 

stay-at-home. An estimated 7.6 million 

job losses occurred, around 24% of the UK 

workforce [132]. As a result, according to 

the ONS [133], companies stopped hiring. 

In the lowest income sub-regions of the 

UK, the vulnerability to job losses was the 

highest [132].  

There is evidence of phishing campaigns [112], as shown 

in Figure 12, that utilise the principle of reciprocation by 

offering something for free, such as a variant-specific 

COVID-19 test kit, which may have increased phishing 

success rates for those struggling financially. Those who 

suffered a financial loss may have also been drawn to 

cybercrime [60] to provide an income. 

S8 Vulnerability 

and isolation 

Many isolating situations arose during the 

pandemic, such as being apart from 

friends and family members, naturally 

increasing vulnerability. However, this 

does not imply that age or demographics 

determine the vulnerability when 

referring to situational vulnerability. 

News events throughout the pandemic reported a rise 

in virus cases and deaths, which are likely to have 

triggered vulnerability or panic responses. Panic would 

have certainly heightened vulnerability factors, where 

individuals might have reacted quickly or caught off-

guard, resulting in errors in decision-making. Isolation 

can lead to verification challenges in a particular 

situation. In an example of a phishing campaign, if an 

individual cannot verify the actual legitimacy of the 

email, message, or phone call, they may fall victim to the 

attack. 

Table 6 - Situational factors 

 

In Table 6, it is evident that the situational factors that arose during the pandemic health crisis will have 

impacted human factors. As an opportunity to visualise the relationship between situational factors and 

differing human factors, I have produced a diagram, see Figure 11, to demonstrate how phishing susceptibility 

can increase due to situational pandemic events and cause an impact on human behaviours. 
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Figure 11 - Diagram to visualise the relationship between situational and human factors (author contribution and visualised from 
analysis in Table 6) 

 

3.6 Summary 

Structuring this chapter using Lewin’s heuristic formula B = f (P, E) [87] helped establish the relationship 

between the person (P) and the environment (E).  

 

Understanding how attackers use persuasive social influence techniques to exploit cognitive vulnerabilities 

provides one aspect of the person (P) factors. Another aspect of the person (P) factors is understanding how 

human elements are manipulated to increase susceptibility to phishing attacks. 

 

The pandemic situational factors in Table 6 are critical to consider when attempting to understand 

how environment (E) factors combine with the person (P) factors. Environmental situations can be used to 

an attacker’s advantage by amplifying the disruptive effects that a situation can have on human 

vulnerabilities. It is also the shared environmental experiences that all people go through during a 
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crisis. Through access to these same shared experiences, fraudsters might have become psychological 

experts and used the pandemic disruption to their advantage. 

 

Whilst it is essential to identify how attackers target people in a crisis, it is also important to understand how 

quickly they can do so. I present a visual timeline in Chapter 4 to show how the Omicron COVID-19 variant 

helped enable targeted phishing attacks. The attack types, the person (P) and environment (E) factors detailed 

in this chapter, also play a core part in classifying the evidence and analysis. 
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Chapter 4 – Omicron: A visual timeline of phishing evidence 
The overall objective of this chapter is to demonstrate how attackers quickly modified phishing content with 

COVID-19 Omicron-related terminology. Tables of Omicron-related announcements and phishing evidence 

from December 2021 form the data for a visual timeline diagram of events. Chapter 3 provided a list of 

phishing methods, social influences, human factors, and situational factors, with an ID to classify each item. I 

refer to these to identify whether increased susceptibility to phishing attacks occurred due to Omicron-related 

factors. 

 

4.1 Background 

In November 2021, the World Health Organisation (WHO) announced a new COVID-19 variant of high concern, 

which was named “Omicron” [134]. As soon as December 2021, Omicron cases were reported in the UK and 

across the rest of the world [135]. Due to the various international responses to COVID-19, a variance exists 

between vaccine rollout strategy, approaches, and entry requirements, also highlighting a growing concern 

around global vaccine inequality [136]. Some countries have launched third and fourth dose booster 

programmes, where additional doses of COVID-19 vaccines were administered broadly to citizens of all ages, 

with high supply. However, as of January 2022, only 9.5% of people in low-income countries have received 

one vaccine dose [137], and in Africa, only 10.09% of people have completed two-dose full vaccination [138].  

 

When the first B.1.1.529 Omicron variant case emerged in South Africa [134], immediate and cautionary travel 

restrictions came into play. Prior to the announcement, it is likely that people had started to relax as the UK 

returned to some sense of normality. However, news of the Omicron variant spreading rapidly worldwide and 

arriving in the UK will have created a return of fear, panic and the urgent need for vaccine boosters and 

protection due to the high transmissibility of the variant being reported [139]. At the time, the third dose UK 

booster rollout had not progressed with speed [140], leaving elderly individuals facing more time alone and 

vulnerable to fraudsters. 

 

4.1.1 The importance of creating a visual timeline for the Omicron variant 

The November 2021 WHO announcement of the Omicron variant provides a suitable starting point to 

investigate phishing evidence during the period immediately afterwards. As with the earlier phase of the 

pandemic, fraudsters preyed on the fear and uncertainty that surrounded the new Omicron variant [141]. 

Using a visual timeline will help correlate how quickly targeted phishing evidence appeared alongside 

announcements. It is also important to evidence the continually shifting focus of phishing campaigns. Finding 

such evidence of Omicron phishing content, see Figure 12, that exploits confusion around changing 
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restrictions will highlight fraudsters' psychological sophistication and their ability to react immediately to the 

evolving new variant situation.  

 

 
Figure 12 - Omicron variant fake NHS phishing email, showing persuasive and typo-squatting techniques [112] 

 

The findings from this chapter will also bridge into Chapter 5, where the aim is to explore how social messaging 

applications and software tools can allow attackers to perform secondary-stage attacks, with phishing attacks 

forming the primary data extraction method. 
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4.2 Methodology 

Whilst structured and systematic approaches for classifying cybercrime incidents exist in cybersecurity 

literature [142], I have decided to retain a tight scope and build upon the original research methodology 

deployed by Lallie et al. in [1]. In their work, see Figure 6, a temporal visualisation was produced to map 

cybercrime events that occurred during the initial COVID-19 outbreak period in early 2020. Using a streamlined 

approach will allow the findings to show how attackers can use situational factors to target victims quickly and 

allow for correlation between COVID-19 Omicron events and phishing evidence. 

 

The approach will be as follows: 

 

• Research and select online source articles within the geographic context of the UK that, on the first 

level, refer to significant Omicron-related announcements and, on the second level, provide Omicron-

related phishing evidence that occurred in December 2021. 

• Create the first table to order the announcements by their event date and identify correlating person 

and environment (E) factors by applying the ID references from Table 7. 

• Create the second table to order the phishing evidence by event date and identify correlating phishing 

attack types, technical methods, and person (P) factors by applying the ID references from Table 7. 

• Provide a visual timeline combining the announcements and phishing evidence and summarise 

findings and correlations. 

 

4.2.1 Selection of source articles 

This research refers to the COVID-19 variant B.1.1.529 as Omicron and classified by the World Health 

Organisation in November 2021 [134]. The Google search engine4, explicitly configured for UK search results, 

was used to administer the search. Results were filtered using the “news” setting, and a custom date range 

was applied to refine the results: 

 

• For the Omicron announcement evidence in Table 8, the starting date aligns with the WHO 

announcement on 26th November 2021. 

• For the Omicron phishing evidence in Table 9, the custom date range chosen was 1st December 2021 

to 31st December 2021. 

 

 
4 www.google.co.uk 
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I have decided that the period from 1st December 2021 to 31st December 2021 provides sufficient 

representation of evidence to provide a visual timeline for the immediate period following the initial Omicron 

variant announcement. As the scope of the research was limited to UK news articles and reports, several 

specific English terms and keywords were applied independently and together to yield maximum search 

engine results. The search strategy included the following keywords: Omicron, phishing, covid, covid-19, 

variant, scam, online, fraud, vulnerable, PCR, test, covid-pass. An example keyword search using a combined 

method was “omicron phishing scam”. 

 

4.2.2 Table and timeline structure 

I have chosen to separate key announcements in one table, with evidence of phishing attacks in a second 

table. Each source article has a reference in both tables, using the IEEE referencing style [4]. The published 

article date and the corresponding event date follow with a short description. I have chosen to sort both tables 

by event date since this correctly allows the analysis of the timing between these events and avoid 

discrepancies in source article publishing. The timeline intends to visualise announcement dates alongside 

phishing evidence by using the event dates on which these occurred. Structuring the timeline using the first 

recorded event date on the left and the last recorded event date on the right will allow for a coherent visual 

timeline. The timeline position will begin in November 2021 and finish at the end of December 2021. To ensure 

further visual separation, I have decided to show announcements below the central timeline ruler and the 

phishing evidence above. Dates in the format dd/mm/yy will be used, along with a short description for each 

item. Omicron-related announcements connect to the central timeline ruler in blue, phishing evidence 

connect in red. 

 

4.2.3 Limitations of the overall approach 

The source material chosen for this research included non-academic regional newspaper articles. I would 

argue that these are appropriate enough to use in this approach since the journalistic intention within the 

articles appears to be primarily supporting vulnerable individuals within local communities in the UK and 

preventing them from experiencing online scams. Whilst undertaking the research, it became apparent that 

many secondary news articles regularly cross-reference phishing events from notable sources. The approach 

was to carefully prune the search engine results to prevent duplication of research in the tables. The risk 

otherwise was that this might lead to erroneous visualisation of attack events or indicate more attacks 

occurred than actual. 

 

Whilst the COVID-19 pandemic has been a global event, I have decided to include research specifically focused 

on evidence in the UK. However, one instance was included in the table to highlight a phishing attack initially 
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circulating in the UK, which appears to have circulated in another country, see ID 8 in Table 9. The relevance 

of including this evidence is to highlight the ability for attackers to quickly modify phishing context for different 

purposes and might highlight broader international intentions of phishing threat actors. Chapter 5 will further 

evidence that fraudsters use social messaging apps to increase their global reach. 

 

4.2.4 Table of phishing attack types, technical methods, influence techniques, human factors, and situational 

factors 

Table 7 itemises the attack types, person and environment factors explored in Chapter 3. By applying the 

correlating ID references to Omicron announcements in Table 8 and Omicron phishing evidence in Table 9, a 

calculation of the frequency these factors were likely to have occurred will follow in each table summary in 

Section 4.3. 

 

Table 7 of 11: Table of phishing attack types, technical methods, influence techniques, human factors, and situational 

factors 

Attack type  Person (P) factors  Environment (E) factors 

ID Phishing 

attack types  

 ID Technical 

methods 

ID Influence 

techniques 

 ID Human 

Factors 

 ID Situational Factors 

P1 Phishing 

(email) 

T1 Spoofing I1 Reciprocation 

 

H1 Emotions S1 Lockdown and stay-at-

home orders 

P2 Smishing 

(sms 

phishing) 

T2 Static phishing 

kits 

I2 Commitment 

and 

Consistency 

 

H2 Fatigue S2 Homeworking 

P3 Vishing 

(voice 

phishing) 

T3 Dynamic 

phishing kits 

I3 Social proof 

 

H3 Confusion S3 Return to work 

P4 Spear-

phishing 

T4 Mobile 

optimised 

content 

I4 Liking 

 

H4 Stress S4 Remote teaching and 

home-schooling 

P5 Whaling T5 Typosquatting I5 Authority 

 

H5 Technostress S5 Online shopping and 

home delivery 

  T6 QR codes I6 Scarcity H6 Urgency S6 Quarantine and illness 

  T7 Use of AI   H7 Curiosity S7 Financial loss 

      H8 Fear S8 Vulnerability and 

isolation 

Table 7 - Table of phishing attack types, technical methods, influence techniques, human factors, and situational factors (author 
contribution and collated from IDs in Tables 2-6) 
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4.3 Tables of Omicron announcements and phishing evidence 

4.3.1 Table of Omicron announcements 

Table 8 shows evidence of Omicron-related announcements from November to December 2021. The person 

(P) – human factors and environmental (E) – situational factors are correlated in columns 6 and 7 using the 

item classification from Table 7. 

 

Table 8 of 11: Table of Omicron announcements  

ID Ref. Article 

date 

Event 

date 

Description Person (P) 

human factors 

Environment 

(E) factors 

1 [134] 26/11/21 09/11/21 The first known confirmed Omicron infection. H1, H3–4, H8 S6 

2 [134] 26/11/21 24/11/21 The Omicron variant was first reported to the 

WHO from South Africa and announced. 

H1, H3–4, H8 S6 

3 [143] 30/11/21 30/11/21 UK Government urges the public to get the 

booster vaccination. 

H1–4, H6, H8 

 

S1, S6, S8 

6 [95] 03/12/21 03/12/21 Reports of pandemic distress and Omicron-

related anxiety appear. 

H1–6, H8 

 

S1, S5–8 

9 [144] 08/12/21 08/12/21 The Prime minister confirms England will move 

to “Plan B” following the rapid spread of the 

Omicron variant in the UK. Work from home 

guidance starting on Monday 13th December 

2021. 

H1–6, H8 S1–2, S4–8 

10 [145] 12/12/21 12/12/21 The UK Chief Medical Officers recommends 

increasing the UK COVID alert level from Level 

3 to Level 4. Urgent recommendation for 

vaccination. 

H1–6, H8 

 

S1–2, S4–8 

11 [146] 13/12/21 13/12/21 There is widespread reporting of lateral flow 

testing kits being unavailable. 

H1–6, H8 S1–2, S4–8 

17 [147] 18/12/21 18/12/21 The Mayor of London declares a “major 

incident” due to the spread of the Omicron 

variant within the capital. 

H1–6, H8 S1–2, S4–8 

Table 8 - Table of Omicron announcements (author contribution, source article references are listed in column 2) 

 

The sampling of Omicron announcements was limited to eight items. The initial approach in Table 8, column 

6, was to apply the classification of items from Table 7 to each Omicron announcement. The secondary 

approach was to review each announcement scenario from the corresponding source article and determine 

the applied human factors. The final approach calculated each occurrence as a % total from the eight 
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announcement items. From the eight announcement items collected, the person (P) – human factors 

potentially impacted are as follows: 

 

• Emotions (100%) 

• Fatigue (75%) 

• Confusion (100%) 

• Stress (100%) and technostress (62.5%) 

• Urgency (75%) 

• Fear (100%) 

 

Emotional responses, such as confusion, stress, and fear, are likely to have been experienced by individuals 

when the announcements in Table 8 occurred. Fatigue responses are likely to have remained higher for those 

who felt the pandemic might have ended. Omicron-related announcements will have returned a sense of 

these feelings. 

 

Using the previous calculation method and referring to Table 8, column 7, the environment (E) – situational 

factors which potentially impacted people during this period are as follows: 

 

• Lockdown and stay-at-home orders (75%) 

• Homeworking (50%) 

• Remote teaching and home-schooling (50%) 

• Online shopping and home delivery (62.5%) 

• Quarantine and illness (100%) 

• Financial loss (62.5%) 

• Vulnerability and isolation (75%) 

 

The threat of quarantine, illness and health-related concerns as the new COVID-19 variant was detected 

ranked highest in the analysis. As new announcements were released, other situational factors started to 

impact people: 

 

1. The threat of new restrictions, such as recommendations to stay at home, led to vulnerable situations 

where people might have become isolated. 

2. People were likely to have stopped going to shops and restaurants for fear of catching the new variant, 

increasing the need for online shopping and home deliveries. 
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3. The new guidance that recommended working from home will have included teaching and potentially 

home-schooling for children, creating several distractions for parents. 

 

4.4.2 Table of Omicron phishing evidence 

Table 9 shows Omicron-related phishing evidence in December 2021. Phishing attack types and technical 

methods are applied to highlight the attack methods in column 6. Social influence techniques are also applied 

to reference the person (P) factors in column 7, using the item classification from Table 7. 

 

Table 9 of 11: Table of Omicron phishing evidence collected from source articles in December 2021 

ID Ref. Article 

date 

Event 

date 

Description Attack types, 

technical 

methods 

Person (P) 

influence 

techniques 

4 [148] 02/12/21 30/11/21 Fake NHS email circulating offering free 

Omicron PCR test. Official NHS logo used. The 

recipient then diverted to a form asking for full 

personal details, including their mother’s 

maiden name— requesting delivery payment 

for £1.24, targeting financial information. 

P1 

T1, T2-3, T5 

I1-3, I5-6 

5 [148] 02/12/21 01/12/21 As ID 4, with variation: Second modified fake 

NHS email with NHS text header instead of a 

logo, using similar content but reordered, a 

“Get it now” button is used instead of a link 

URL. 

P1 

T1, T2-3, T5 

I1-3, I5-6 

7 [93] 07/12/21 03/12/21 An elderly resident received a scam phone call 

from someone claiming to be from the NHS. 

The person called was asked to update the 

COVID passport with full personal and banking 

details - £4.99 requested for the service. 

P3 

T1 

I4-5 

8 [149] 06/12/21 06/12/21 U.S. based article, referencing ID-4. 

Bitdefender report of ID-4 clone repurposed to 

appear from the Federal Department of Health 

and Human Services. Recipients urged to book 

a slot for the Omicron variant test. Fake U.S. 

phone number provided, asking for full 

personal and banking details. 

P1 

T1, T2-3, T5 

I1-3, I5-6 
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12 [150] 13/12/21 13/12/21 Facebook marketplace advert offering fake 

forged PCR “Fit to Fly” certificates for £40 to 

circumvent Omicron travel restrictions. 

N/A I3, I6 

13 [151] 13/12/21 13/12/21 Fake NHS COVID pass messages ‘now eligible 

to apply for a COVID pass’. Recipients diverted 

to a form requesting full personal and financial 

details. 

P2 

T1, T4-5 

I1-2, I5-6 

14 [152] 20/12/21 14/12/21 Fake NHS text message, “now eligible for 

booster” with link URL. Recipients diverted to a 

form requesting full personal and financial 

details - delivery payment for £1.99. 

P2 

T1, T4-5 

I1-2, I5-6 

15 [152] 20/12/21 14/12/21 Fake NHS email with a reminder to enter 

financial details before booster vaccination 

appointment. 

P1 

T1, T2-3, T5 

I1-2, I5 

16 [153] 16/12/21 16/12/21 Reports of further fake NHS emails appear, 

with a similar content format as ID-4, ID-5, 

diverted to the form that asks for full personal 

and financial details. 

P1 

T1, T2-3, T5 

I1-3, I5-6 

18 [154] 23/12/21 22/12/21 Fake NHS email in conjunction with National 

Insurance scheme, offering tax refund of 

£850.34. The claim the offer, recipients 

diverted to a form requesting full personal and 

financial details. 

P1 

T1, T2-3, T5 

I1-2, I5-6 

Table 9 - Table of Omicron phishing evidence in December 2021 (author contribution, source article references are listed in column 2) 

 

The sampling of phishing evidence was limited to ten items. The initial approach in Table 9, column 6, was to 

apply the classification of items from Table 7 to each item of phishing evidence. The secondary approach 

reviewed each phishing scenario from the corresponding source article to determine the attack types and 

technical methods used. The final approach calculated each occurrence as a % total from the ten phishing 

evidence items. This data collection is not an indicator of the number of phishing attacks following the initial 

Omicron announcement. From the ten phishing evidence items collected, the attack methods divide into the 

following categories, with phishing and smishing attack methods dominating the sample: 

 

• Phishing – email (60%) 

• Smishing – text messages (20%) 

• Vishing – voice attacks (10%) 
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• Social media – spam advertising (10%) 

 

The most popular technical methods used were spoofing (90%), Typosquatting (80%) and the use of 

static/dynamic phishing kits (60%). 

 

When referring to Table 9, column 7, the person (P) – influence techniques have been calculated as a % total 

from the ten phishing evidence items. Where multi-layer social influence techniques are utilised as a part of 

the social engineering strategy, the percentage frequency in the ten samples is as follows: 

 

• Reciprocation (80%) 

• Commitment and Consistency (80%) 

• Social proof (40%) 

• Liking (10%) 

• Authority (90%) 

• Scarcity (90%) 

 

The entire sample of phishing evidence shows at least two social influence techniques used to target a victim, 

with 70% of the overall evidence showing four or more of the social influence techniques in use. It is not 

surprising to see high use of authority since much of the phishing evidence was impersonating the NHS. 

Scarcity factors seen in almost all evidence will trigger an urgent reaction in a target. Combined with 

reciprocation, an offer for something in return, these techniques were highly likely to have convinced the 

recipients into handing over personal and financial information. 

 

4.4 Visual timeline 

Using the Omicron announcement and phishing evidence data from Tables 8 and 9, I have created a visual 

timeline, see Figure 13, to bring together both sets of evidence and to help provide findings in Section 4.4.2. 
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4.4.1 Timeline diagram 

 

 
Figure 13 - A visual timeline of key announcements and phishing evidence from November to December 2021 relating to the COVID-

19 Omicron variant (author contribution and visualised from data collected in Tables 8 and 9) 

 

4.4.2 Timeline findings 

The key findings from the events visualised in Figure 13 are as follows: 

 

The WHO Omicron announcement on the 24th November 2021 appears to be the main event that triggered 

a global awareness of the new Omicron variant. Six days later, on the 30th November 2021, the UK 

Government urged the public to go out and get the booster vaccination. Broader media-driven awareness of 

the situation likely caused human factors such as stress and panic. On this same day, fake NHS phishing 

evidence first appeared containing specific Omicron terminology sent to recipients. 

 

I interpret the correlation between these two findings as either: 

 

• Scenario A - targeted phishing content was sent on 30th November and prepared over six days 

between the 24th and 30th November 2021. 

• Scenario B - alternatively, the UK Government announcement on the 30th sparked an immediate 

interest in those who were able to distribute Omicron phishing emails on the same day. This plausible 
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theory would show the rapid ability to pivot and distribute targeted COVID-19 variant-specific phishing 

campaigns. 

 

There was a spelling mistake, “Omicorn” instead of “Omicron” in the first phishing evidence on the 30th 

November, implying that the phishing email was rushed and further aligns the suggestion that Scenario B 

occurred. This analysis would reinforce a view that fraudsters might be able to immediately craft Omicron-

themed attacks on the day that announcements occur. Multiple other phishing variations appear within a 

week of the UK Government guidance. 

 

On the 12th December, the COVID alert moved from Level 3 to Level 4. The next day, there was widespread 

reporting of a shortage in lateral flow COVID-19 testing kits. Immediately, three variations of Omicron phishing 

and smishing evidence appear by the next day. These results imply that different message content is either 

quickly replicated, modified, or newly generated, indicating that multiple individuals or groups are working 

on this phishing content. As further announcements and events appeared in December, including the 

announcement from the London mayor, increased awareness of the Omicron variant will have further caused 

disruption and increased phishing susceptibility. 

 

4.5 Summary 

Fraudsters quickly crafted theme-based phishing attacks in line with announcements due to shared awareness 

of psychological factors caused by the return of the COVID-19 Omicron variant in December 2021. For victims, 

these recent Omicron-related announcements are likely to have triggered returning factors such as fear and 

anxiety, resulting in similar experiences to the beginning of the pandemic. High transmissibility and immediate 

recommendations to stay at home due to uncertainty around the Omicron variant also meant that vulnerable 

people remained on their own and a target. Therefore, increased susceptibility to targeted Omicron phishing 

attacks occurred during this analysis period. 

 

It is vital to question if this analysis is missing something. There was evidence of incorrect spelling of Omicron. 

Could it be that a phishing email with this mistake was quickly detected and subsequently published in news 

articles? The existing phishing evidence might only be a fraction of the content sent during this period. More 

sophisticated and devious phishing emails and messages may not have contained errors and therefore been 

less detectable. Vishing threats are even harder to detect since there is less tangible evidence of these 

attacks, aside from victim reports. Chapter 5 further considers how much online fraud is going unreported or 

unnoticed, which is becoming a critical issue. COVID-19 and Omicron-themed phishing attacks may continue 
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to evade our attention and become more successful through sophistication, leading to a greater risk of 

personal and financial information loss. 

 

Chapter 5 investigates the rise of scam culture and is core to the overall thesis that themed phishing forms 

the primary mechanism ahead of more advanced secondary-stage attacks. It is also likely that the concept for 

these theme-based phishing attacks appear on social media scam channels, where fraudsters gather. The 

speed at which attacks happen might also indicate a “herd approach”, where participants design new 

phishing approaches together in real-time. In Section 5.4.3, there is evidence of gamification and a “herd 

approach” occurring through underground social media messaging channels, which correlates to the attack 

speeds which the visual timeline prepared in this chapter shows. 
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Chapter 5 – Cyber Scam Subculture 
The core objective of this chapter is to provide a descriptive case study of the August 2021 BBC Panorama 

investigation: Hunting the Social Media Fraudsters. The aim is to explore a rise in fraudsters using social media 

platforms and messaging apps that influence and draw young people towards cybercrime and scam 

subculture. New contributing research in this chapter will explore how public discussion channels on the 

Telegram messaging app promote harmful scam content and aim to attract young people to help them launder 

money and digital assets online. 

 

5.1 Background 

The idea of “subcultures” forming within cybersecurity may have begun with studies on hacker subculture [64] 

[155]. Cyber scam subculture appears without negative context amongst Nigerian youths [156] to describe 

the on-trend phenomenon of internet-related scam activity. Online fraud is an umbrella term often related to 

online scam activity, identity theft, online shopping, and e-commerce website fraud [157]. Online fraud cases 

in the UK have increased [158] and surged during the pandemic [159]. Popular social media platforms and 

social messaging apps have become a valuable weapon for cybercriminals to promote online activities and 

services. Scam communities can quickly form within these online social spaces, which furthers the idea of 

cyber scam subculture.  

 

Social media platforms, such as Meta (formally Facebook), Instagram, YouTube, Snapchat and TikTok, allow 

users to register and create content within the platforms. Although some basic information is required to sign 

up to these social media platforms, such as name, email address and telephone number, this information is 

not cross-verified with identity documents [160]. Harmful content can exist on these platforms and is difficult 

for content moderators to remove and manage, especially if other users do not report this content. TikTok is 

one of the newer social media platforms to emerge with popularity and has been facing scrutiny over its 

protection of younger users from witnessing harmful content [161]. 

 

Social messaging applications, such as Telegram, Signal and WhatsApp, have increased in popularity due to 

various privacy-enabling communication features, including end-to-end encryption mechanisms [162]. In an 

unclassified document from the United States FBI, see Figure 14, the ability for federal authorities to access 

the content and metadata varies dramatically across nine of the most popular social messaging applications 

[163]. Telegram appears to give authorities the least access to metadata compared to other popular social 

messaging applications, and cybercriminals will be aware of this.  

 

In Figure 14, the following lawful access limitations are highlighted for Telegram: 
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• No message content. 

• No contact information provided for law enforcement to pursue a court order. 

• As per Telegram’s privacy statement, for confirmed terrorist investigations, Telegram may disclose IP 

address and phone number to relevant authorities. 

• Only “Registration Time Data” is available. 

 

Telegram offers the highest levels of anonymity, requiring only the most basic registration and allows users to 

hide their telephone number and select a pseudo username [164]. Additionally, Telegram allows the creation 

of public and private broadcast channels, where stolen data is often shared and traded, with 1 million harmful 

channel links posted on the dark web in 2021 [165]. 

 
Figure 14 - Unclassified FBI document showing ability to access secure content and metadata for nine popular social messaging apps 
[163] 

 

5.2 BBC Panorama investigation: Hunting the social media fraudsters 

In August 2021, BBC Panorama released an investigative programme, “Hunting the social media fraudsters” 

[65], which exposes an underground world of online fraudsters using social media platforms to promote their 

online scamming activities. The investigation likened these fraudsters to social media influencers whereby new 

subscribers increase traffic to their content channels, generating advertising income. If reported, influencers 

quickly create new accounts and direct users towards these account aliases through their other platform 
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channels. Regular video blogs show a life of luxury, promoting cars, clothing and high-end items purchased. 

The content exposed appears to be exciting and engaging for young subscribers. School-age teenagers explain 

that online fraud does not appear as a serious crime because it is normal to see scamming appear on social 

media and simply as something that young people do online. 

 

The investigation exposed that the social media fraudsters offer tiered packages that provide various guides 

known as methods that allow individuals to commit online fraud easily. The promotion and sale of these 

methods seem to be a highly lucrative model, requiring minimal outlay and advertised at scale through 

exposure to large social media audiences. It is essential to highlight that this process also helps remove the 

original cybercriminals from the actual online crimes themselves, allowing them to claim ignorance of the 

attack chain. These online crimes are non-physical and can occur from any location, with high anonymity. The 

investigation showed a blurred set of techniques for UK retailers which aim to expose weaknesses in a target 

system. As online websites try to close loopholes and vulnerabilities, the method documents will likely stay 

updated with new techniques. 

 

A victim was interviewed as part of the investigation, explaining how a sophisticated phone call resulted in 

serious financial loss. A fraudster, claiming to be from the victim's bank, had convinced the victim to move all 

of their money to a new account for safety. Unfortunately, this was a socially engineered authorised push 

payment (APP) attack, and losses from this form of online fraud totalled £355m in the first half of 2021 [166]. 

Seemingly the fraudster already had a complete target profile of the victim to aid the attack, extracted through 

phishing. This scenario was confirmed later in the evidence when the victim explained that they had received 

a strange text message from Royal Mail about a missed parcel and had entered redelivery information only a 

day earlier. 

 

Another victim interview explained a detailed social engineering scenario where an attacker extracted a 

sensitive one-time password code for a banking application. Spoofing software appears to be used to schedule 

an automated call that tricks a victim into revealing these time-sensitive authentication codes. One-time-

password (OTP) spoofing software is highly professional and becoming more readily available online [167] 

[168]. OTP spoofing software has many hidden malicious features but masquerades primarily as a telephone 

forwarding service. If a victim inadvertently reveals their time-sensitive one-time password codes through 

these forms of attacks that use OTP spoofing software, fraudsters can proceed to take over a victim's online 

bank account. 
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The investigation shows that social media influencers draw young people to cybercrime, and these social 

channels act as a gateway. Social influencers also use music videos to promote UK cyber scam subculture, 

which is a powerful and attractive medium. The BBC Panorama investigation throughout refers to slang 

expressions but fails to draw a direct conclusion to specific cyber scam subculture developing in the UK. I 

believe that cyber scam subculture is already flourishing online in the UK and has accelerated due to the 

pandemic. Young people have easy access to social media with techniques, guides, and channels that can 

provide a bridge to attract individuals through the glamour of making money online and from the safety of 

home. Online scamming might also appear acceptable amongst their peer groups the more it appears on social 

media, and slang expressions could contribute to a shared identity within cyber scam subculture. 

 

Throughout this work, the aim is to highlight that primary information capture is used to perform a 

sophisticated secondary-stage attack on a target. Chapter 3 previously shows that phishing attacks allow 

fraudsters to build complete financial profiles through social engineering techniques. People have been more 

susceptible to phishing during the pandemic, at the very time when online scam subculture has been rapidly 

growing in the UK, as reinforced throughout the BBC Panorama investigation. 

 

5.2.1 Slang expression and cyber scam subculture 

There is evidence that new slang expressions and terminology replace the more traditionally-recognised 

terms, techniques and elements of online fraud [169]. In [156], Ajayi highlights that young Nigerian fraudsters 

prefer secret slang expressions by creating an anti-language to identify and solidify themselves in society. A 

crisis of identity can occur in young people as they adapt to adulthood [170], which means there could be an 

attractiveness towards cyber scam subculture by subscribing to and engaging in scam social media content. 

In Section 5.4, I provide new contributing research into social communication channels that demonstrate UK 

cyber scam subculture development through informal slang usage in discussions, as individuals use Telegram 

channels to promote online scamming techniques and services. 

 

5.2.2 Table of cyber scam slang terminology 

As a reference to guide the reader, in Table 10, I have chosen a simple approach to translate a selection of 

cyber scam subculture slang expressions from the BBC Panorama investigation [65] by providing a brief 

description and example of potential threats faced. 
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Table 10 of 11 – Table of cyber scam slang terminology 

Slang 

term 

Description Threats 

Clicking “Clicking” refers to the general activity of 

online scamming, phishing, and credit card 

fraud. 

The term clicking appears to glamourise this activity and to 

liken the related cybercriminal activity to easy work that can 

earn someone money. The main threat is that creating a 

general slang term to describe the activity can attract young 

people seeking to associate themselves with a trending and 

popular activity. 

Spoofing “Spoofing” is similar to the email spoofing 

technique explained in Section 3.2.2. More 

broadly, the terminology refers to 

masquerading as someone else, for 

example, a person of authority. Spoofing 

can also refer to the software technique 

when manipulating a telephone caller ID to 

appear as a different or hidden number. 

When receiving a message or phone call from an unknown 

or hidden number, a recipient may be curious to answer 

their telephone to see who is calling. Advanced attacks can 

utilise spoofing techniques by masquerading as a legitimate 

entity. Fraudsters can use software to extract information 

from a target in an automated call scenario. Alternatively, in 

a direct call scenario, fraudsters use social engineering 

techniques to convince a target that they are speaking with 

a legitimate source, and this is where a more sophisticated 

attack can occur. When a person believes they are 

interacting with someone legitimate, they may reveal 

sensitive information or inadvertently agree to transfer 

money to the fraudster. 

Methods “Methods” refers to guide documents or 

scripts which explain step-by-step how to 

run online scams. These methods include 

social engineering techniques to give the 

attacker a psychological edge or provide 

examples of influence techniques best 

suited for a given scenario. Methods are 

sold at various price tiers or as 

subscriptions and can include targeted 

approaches for specific banks, online 

retailers, and platforms. 

Fraudsters aim to utilise these documents or scripts for 

specific approaches, such as reverse-payment fraud 

techniques for the “Apple Pay” protocol. Purchasers and 

subscribers can select which type of scenario they want to 

target and follow instructions to commit the fraudulent 

activity. Multiple entities may be selling these same methods 

or variations of the same. Therefore, these instructions and 

techniques might become accessible to many different 

individuals, creating a significant risk. 

Fullz “Fullz” refers to collecting a target victim's 

complete financial and social profile, which 

can be used or shared online. 

The sharing of a victim's complete financial and personal 

details online, potentially retrieved from a phishing attack, 

may then be used as part of more sophisticated secondary 

attacks on a victim. This information is often immediately 
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shared online because it is newly retrieved, allowing others 

to utilise it before a victim knows their information has been 

made available. 

Dumps “Dumps” refers to sharing either a single or 

more extensive list of financial information 

from debit/credit cards, including whole 

account numbers, expiry dates, and 3- or 4-

digit card verification value (CVV) numbers. 

Dumps of financial data can be written either singularly or in 

bulk to fake debit/credit cards. Combining dumped financial 

data with the social profiling of a target can lead fraudsters 

to have a complete profile of a target victim to be used in 

various fraudulent activities. 

Drops “Drops” or drop addresses refer to the 

address fraudsters send goods to, for 

example, clothing or electronic items, as 

part of payment reversal fraud. Fraudsters 

use drop addresses to prevent their address 

or location from leaking. Fraudsters actively 

look to sign up individuals who might be 

willing to provide their address details for a 

small percentage fee or some of the 

delivered goods. 

Accomplices are being motivated to help fraudsters 

circumvent address controls and the tracing efforts of 

authorities. The risk is that fraudsters find ways to remove 

themselves from the transaction chain and create a situation 

where more individuals become involved. 

BINs “BINs” or Bank Identification Numbers refer 

to the first six digits on a debit/credit card, 

used to identify the banking institution that 

the cardholder belongs to. 

Fraudsters use the BIN numbers with software to generate 

the remaining number on a debit/credit card. Usually, they 

will test the card details to see if the BIN generation is 

successful by making small transactions before committing 

more serious card fraud. 

Crypto Cryptocurrencies are digital assets and 

tokens, such as Bitcoin and Ethereum. 

Online cryptocurrency exchange platforms 

allow instant trading of cryptocurrencies 

with Government-issued currencies. 

Fraudsters actively seek individuals with 

existing verified cryptocurrency exchange 

accounts. For a small percentage fee, often 

in cryptocurrency, fraudsters will look to 

launder money or steal cryptocurrency by 

exchanging and then withdrawing to 

various subaccounts or a bank account. 

Similar to drops, there is an increasing threat that individuals 

are being drawn to cybercrime by agreeing to offer up their 

cryptocurrency exchange accounts to be used as part of 

money laundering activity for a fraudster. While this may 

appear as an easy way for someone to make money online, 

it creates a complex situation for authorities who need to 

trace the movement of stolen cryptocurrency or money 

through these exchanges. Some cryptocurrency exchanges 

might be domiciled outside of authorities' jurisdiction, 

making this process even more challenging. Another threat 

is the use of cryptocurrency “mixers”, such as Tornado Cash, 

which as a decentralised service, aims to obfuscate the 

digital asset transaction history by breaking the on-chain 
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relationship of the asset address under the guise of 

improving user privacy [171].  

Section 5.4 discusses cryptocurrency exchange accounts 

used by accomplices or 'digital mules', showing how 

individuals are easily motivated to commit cybercrime. 

Logs Logs refer to the banking or cryptocurrency 

exchange login details shared online by 

fraudsters. 

A common method for extracting account login details is via 

phishing attack techniques, which I explored in Chapter 3. 

Once these login details are collected, a fraudster will 

attempt to access a target's bank or cryptocurrency 

exchange account, where money and digital assets might be 

stored. In this scenario, the attacker may still need a multi-

factor authentication code to log in to a banking or 

cryptocurrency exchange platform. A secondary stage attack 

might require more advanced one-time password (OTP) 

software to trick users into revealing these self-generated 

authentication codes. Once retrieved, the fraudster will 

quickly use the OTP code before it expires to log in and pass 

the multi-factor authentication checks. Fraudsters can then 

bypass other security controls and take over an account. 

Table 10 - Table of cyber scam slang terminology 

 

Table 10 shows how a wide selection of new slang expressions emerge as anti-language further develops in 

UK cyber scam subculture. 

 

5.3 Key issues and recommendations 

I have selected three key issues to explore from the BBC Panorama Investigation and will provide 

recommendations on the following: 

 

1. Scam subculture is being glamourised to young people, drawing them towards cybercrime. 

2. Social media companies are not doing enough to slow an unprecedented rise in fake accounts. 

3. Victims of fraud might be forgotten as online scamming becomes normalised. 

 

5.3.1 Scam subculture is being glamourised to young people, drawing them towards cybercrime 

Not only is scam subculture being glamourised through social media and influence, but it appears to be 

becoming socially acceptable to those who follow these channels. Committing fraud online and sharing stolen 

personal information seems to be normalised amongst younger individuals, and they appear less phased by 
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the harm that it causes. There is an expectation that victims will get fully reimbursed by their banks. However, 

victims do not always receive a full refund in these scenarios [172]. Often only a partial amount is returned to 

the victim at most. Fraudsters who share stolen information are being gratified throughout these social 

channels by other users in the comment sections and across the channels themselves, earning a reputation, 

which is leading to a thriving subculture and accelerating a rise in scam activity. 

 

Recent investigations have likened the urgent situation to the “new country lines” [60], comparing online 

scamming to physical and organised crimes across UK counties relating to drugs and other criminal offences 

[173]. During the pandemic, travel has been much more complicated, and young people have been at home 

with access to the internet and perhaps fewer means to earn an income from more traditional working roles. 

Scamming and committing fraud online are likely to grow because of these situational factors, and it might 

also be a desirable occupation, especially for young technical people. This form of online robbery can generate 

large amounts of easy income and be faster and much less detectable than physical crimes. If the police cannot 

keep up with these modern and digital crimes [174], then a new trend surrounding scam subculture and scam 

activity will further draw young people into the world of cybercrime. 

 

Recommendations 

• The criminal justice system will need to impose harsher sentences to highlight the damage and harm 

to victims caused by online fraud and cybercrime. 

• The related authorities will need to improve online awareness and continue education campaigns, 

such as the National Crime Agency (NCA) Cyber Choices programme [175], to help target young people 

to warn about the risks of becoming involved with online scams and cybercrime. 

• The police will need to quickly adapt and modernise, both technically and culturally, to understand 

the situation thoroughly enough to intervene. 

• The related authorities, tech and social media companies will need a joined-up approach to tackling 

online fraud since silo efforts might be less effective. 

 

5.3.2 Social media companies are not doing enough to slow an unprecedented rise in fake accounts. 

Social media companies desire users and advertising revenue generated from these users. Therefore, they 

have removed barriers to user registration. In the third quarter of 2021, fake accounts detected on the Meta 

platform rose from 1.7 to 1.8 billion accounts [176]. High detection rates appear only as a success story. The 

challenge remains that 1.8 billion fake accounts could enter the social landscape for this platform. Critically, 

there is limited information on the number of users prevented from signing up to social media platforms. 
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Systems of reporting are present in all social media platforms, but these do not prevent malicious users from 

regenerating new account aliases online once a previous account has been closed. Due to the vast amounts 

of content posted daily, moderation can be slow and relies on users reporting harmful content and fake user 

accounts. These are reactive measures and not proactive measures. Fake accounts allow users to remain 

anonymous online, often hiding behind pseudo names. Fraudsters can also quickly communicate their newly 

generated aliases across their social audience, allowing uninterrupted promotion of their harmful content. 

The BBC Panorama episode reported that social media companies and the related authorities are playing a 

"cat and mouse" game and are currently losing the battle [65]. The investigation also critically mentioned that 

victims' personal information shared online had remained online for a month before eventually being 

removed. If other users are not shocked by the scam content posted or cannot identify a fake or harmful 

account themselves, it is unlikely that timely reports will be made for content moderators to take action. 

 

On the 18th of January 2022, the DCMS Parliamentary sub-committee met to discuss online harms and 

disinformation with social media company representatives [177]. The response from Meta was surprisingly 

defiant, citing steps the company had recently made to improve. Other representatives acknowledged but 

were vague in their responses to the various criticisms from the sub-committee. Countries within the EU fined 

large tech companies over 1 billion euros in 2021 for failing to comply with GDPR requirements [178]. 

However, the current penalty measures might be ineffective, considering the social media companies 

generate huge revenues. A dangerous situation may have developed, which has allowed tech giants to act as 

they please first and then pay later through fines. Much more needs to be done to hold these companies 

accountable and ensure that improved reporting mechanisms are in place. 

 

Recommendations 

• The Parliamentary sub-committee and related authorities will need a continued effort to ensure 

regulatory pressure is applied to social media companies, with harsher measures and controls to 

prevent further abuse: 

o Increase pressure on social media companies by threatening to restrict platform geo-

availability unless there are clear safeguards to protect their users.  

o Demand more rigorous measures to prevent new fake accounts from spawning when a 

previous account is eventually deactivated. 

• The related authorities will need to incentivise the reporting and reduction of fake accounts and 

harmful content. 
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• Social media companies will need to adopt ID verification to help improve the traceability of 

cybercriminals. Alternatively, a softer shift towards an ID verified user content model might drive user 

awareness towards verified content and away from content that is not. 

 

5.3.3 Victims of fraud might be forgotten as online scamming becomes normalised 

Victims of fraud in the UK lost more than £850m between 2019-2021 in bank transfer scams, and only 42% of 

losses appear to be reimbursed [179]. People are likely to think online fraud will never happen to them through 

overconfidence bias. The concern must be on the financial and mental well-being of victims of fraud. Further, 

understanding how much online fraud goes unreported for those who do not report a crime. Individuals might 

blame themselves, be too embarrassed to report the crime, or not know how to report a concern. If a victim 

reaches their bank, long cases and investigations can occur. In the case of APP fraud, where a fraudster 

convinces the victim to initiate the payment, sometimes the banks will not be able to reverse payments. Banks 

often deny responsibility [172] and have started to show warning messages, which shift responsibility to the 

victim. In 2019, TSB bank launched its “Fraud Refund Guarantee” [180], aimed at protecting innocent 

customers that have been tricked by a scam, offering a refund of the money lost on the account. Despite this, 

there are still reports of customers fighting for multiple years to receive compensation [181]. Identity fraud 

can also cause significant harm to an individual’s credit rating, preventing victims from accessing new credit 

and taking years to resolve. 

 

As a final point, we cannot look at crime data from the police as an indicator since this will only cover reported 

figures. The September 2021 ONS report [182] showed a 47% increase in fraud and computer misuse. This 

data is invaluable since it includes crime survey data for England and Wales, which gives a much denser 

indication of victim numbers and highlights how much goes unreported. The consumer group Which? offer 

several scam protection services [183], including victim support. Importantly, regular surveys and analysis of 

UK financial data can give a more realistic indication than crime data alone. 

 

Recommendations 

• Government officials need to carefully inspect the September 2021 figures from the ONS and 

include fraud and computer misuse crime data in all discussions in Parliament, with the public, and 

not exclude this critical data or indicate that online crimes in the UK are falling if they are rising [184]. 

• The UK public needs to be made aware of the threats that online fraud, phishing, and other 

cybercrimes can have on them, so they can be on high alert. Advertising campaigns and other forms 

of education and awareness should be well-funded by the Government and related authorities. 
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• Banking institutions should attempt to align in working groups and share policies. Initiatives, such as 

the Contingent Reimbursement Model code [185], should be carefully followed to ensure victims get 

the compensation needed and without blame.  

• Banking institutions should continue to look at two-factor payment verification mechanisms, 

configurable payment limits, or prompts to contact the bank directly to confirm large payments to 

break the potential attack chain. 

• Regulators should continue to apply pressure to phone networks to improve phishing detection and 

SMS filtering techniques, building upon efforts in 2021 when Ofcom pressured major phone networks 

to implement technical strategies to reduce scam phone calls in the UK [186]. 

 

5.4 Investigation into public social messaging channels that promote scam services 

This section aims to contribute new research and investigate how easy it is to find online public channels that 

can promote online scam services.  

 

I have chosen the Telegram messaging application for this investigation since anonymous users can easily set 

up an account and promote harmful content using public communication channels. Telegram has been 

criticised for not providing effective content moderation [165]. Only limited research is available in this area 

with specific reference to Telegram. What is available refers to clone and fake channels [187], advertising of 

cryptocurrencies [188] and distribution channels linking more recent cryptocurrency scams with COVID-19 

[189]. This investigation will cover the promotion of scam services, sharing personal and financial information 

and the availability of software that can form sophisticated attacks on a target.  

 

In Section 5.4.1, I provide a straightforward methodology to collate publicly available evidence of online 

scamming services to demonstrate the extent of serious scam-related content shared through the Telegram 

messaging application. In Section 5.4.2, the data prepared in table form also includes the number of active 

subscribers for each sample channel. The research was carried out in January 2022. 

 

5.4.1 Methodology 

The approach is as follows: 

 

• Once registered, load Telegram to reveal the internal search bar to find public channels. 

• Enter the following English search terms: “spoofing”, “scamming”, “clicking”. 

• Select five sample public channels from the search list which appear highest on the search results 

page. 
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• Access channel data in read-only mode since all data is publicly available in this mode. 

• Scroll through the channel messages, collate evidence of message posts and services offered, and then 

provide details in short bullet form in Table 11. 

• Collect the number of active subscribers in each sample channel and provide this in Table 11 in the t-

shirt size format small (S), medium (M) and large (L) using a baseline from the smallest sample 

channel. 

• Evaluate and correlate the findings per channel in a summary section. 

 

Further to the data collection methodology above, a simple method was to scroll through previous messages 

to identify channel creation dates.  

 

The investigation did not require joining any of the public Telegram channels, as this was out of scope and did 

not prevent data collection. To prevent PII data from being included, I have decided to de-identify the channel 

names of the source Telegram channels, opting to provide a simple numerical reference, as the name is 

irrelevant to the data analysis. Active subscribers from each channel will be double anonymised using either 

small (S), medium (M) or large (L) as a format to de-identify the user information within 

the Telegram channels. No other reference to channel subscriber usernames or identifiable detail applies as 

evidence in the data collection or presentation in Table 11. The temporary data collection was used entirely 

for the analysis in Sections 5.4.2 – 3 and was immediately destroyed. These steps were taken for ethical 

considerations and compliance with the Royal Holloway, University of London, research ethics risk checklist. 

 

5.4.2 Table of Telegram channels offering online scam services 

The following Table 11 provides evidence of data collected in January 2021 from five sample Telegram 

channels using the methodology defined in Section 5.4.1. 

 

Table 11 of 11 – Table of Telegram channels offering online scam services 

Channel 

ref 

Services offered Channel 

size 

(S/M/L) 

1 Dedicated announcement channel to promote a spoofing software provider: 

• Broadcast announcements provide detailed explanations of software use, such as 

automated features, PIN extraction and global telephone number anonymising 

techniques. 

• Various methods and user bypass techniques explain how the software can target 

victims by tricking them into revealing one-time password codes. 

L 
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• Social engineering methods aim to convince recipients of a phone call from their 

banking institution. 

• Software updates advertise new features added. 

2 Discussion channel offering the following messages and services: 

• Laundering services, with 45% of the money paid back as an incentive. 

• Primary targets appear to be European banks. 

• Requesting individuals with high credit scores who can open bank accounts 

immediately. 

• Offering gift cards at half price rates and COVID-19 vaccination passports for sale. 

M 

3 Discussion channel offering the following messages and services: 

• Primarily laundering focused and looking for trusted large cashers, individuals with 

high credit scores and a preference for those using challenger banks (Monzo, 

Revolut). 

• Requesting users with active cryptocurrency exchange accounts. 

• Offering Apple and Android reverse payment methods. 

S 

4 Discussion channel with a team of 5+ admins, offering the following messages and services: 

• Offering full active BINs for £25, two for £40, partial BINs posted 

• Full personal details and bank login details are offered for purchase through direct 

message. 

• Direct links to private channels are available on request. 

• Targeting USA, Canada, UK Bank logins. 

L 

5 Discussion channel offering the following messages and services: 

• Requesting drop addresses from users. 

• Regular posting of full financial profiles to the channel. 

• Posting images of success stories and luxury goods purchased. 

• UK & Foreign BINs are available for £25 each. 

• Requesting active cryptocurrency exchange and TransferWise accounts, with verified 

ID and deposit history. 

• Offering methods/lessons on how to target victims for £500. 

S 

Table 11 - Table of Telegram channels offering online scam services 

 

5.4.3 Table findings 

The investigation findings from Table 11 are as follows:  

 

Channel 1 offers services as a broadcast channel to promote spoofing and one-time password bypassing 

software. No further communication from subscribers existed in this channel, so I interpret the use of this 
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channel primarily to announce software updates and new features, which alert the subscribers to changes in 

the software they have acquired. However, the high active subscriber count shows a likelihood that large 

numbers of users might have access to the spoofing software and be using this to target victims in 

sophisticated telephone scams, using social engineering and vishing techniques to trick a target into parting 

with information and money. Of specific concern is the advanced software features promoted, which aim to 

automate phone calls to trick recipients into handing over valuable authentication codes that allow fraudsters 

to access target online bank accounts and other online platforms. 

 

Channel 2 contained many requests for users with high credit scores who could immediately open bank 

accounts in Europe to move money for a set fee. This Telegram discussion channel openly promoted COVID-

19 passes to users, similarly noted in Chapter 4, where fake Omicron “Fit to Fly” passports are often sold on 

the Facebook marketplace [150]. The option to buy half-price gift cards was also a significant part of the overall 

discussion, attracting attention from other users. Externally, many websites allow the purchase of popular gift 

cards through cryptocurrencies [190]. Therefore, it is highly likely that fraudsters are using laundered or stolen 

cryptocurrencies to purchase gift cards and then sell these on through the Telegram channel. Fraudsters also 

appear highly motivated to find candidates, or as I interpret as digital mules, to help launder money by offering 

attractive returns. 

 

Channel 3 was a smaller discussion channel, with high-frequency communication and interaction between 

participants. The primary focus of this discussion channel appeared to be money laundering and the 

movement of money and cryptocurrencies. Specific conversational evidence showed techniques specific to 

cryptocurrency exchange platforms and how to utilise privacy-enhanced cryptocurrency through withdrawal 

and deposit mechanisms. Popular centralised cryptocurrency exchanges, such as Binance, have know-your-

customer (KYC) requirements [191], which may prevent certain fraudsters from using themselves. However, I 

interpret the purpose of the discussion channel as a means for enticing digital mules for a reasonable fee, and 

those with fully verified accounts within these cryptocurrency exchanges are highly desirable. These digital 

mules are then rewarded if they can help move money and digital assets through their accounts in small 

amounts to avoid detection. 

 

Channel 4 had the most significant active subscriber base among the sampled discussion channels. A 

dedicated team of administrators are also available through the direct-message functionality. This channel 

seemed to focus on debit/credit card fraud, with card BINs and online bank logins for the USA, Canada, and 

UK available for sale. Full information dumps were shared, presumably extracted from phishing attacks, and 

used as secondary-stage and identity-based attacks relating to card fraud. Of specific interest in this channel 
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was the regular posting from administrators, asking channel subscribers to direct message to gain access to 

private Telegram channel links. Private channel links were out of scope for this investigation, and more 

extensive communication will likely occur there, which is a concern. 

 

Channel 5 showed harmful content relating to full personal and financial details shared in real-time, similar to 

Channel 3. Messages indicate that the details have been newly extracted through phishing attacks and are 

available for more immediate and targeted attacks. The dumps, shared in batches of 5-10, contained UK 

residents and individuals of adult age, notably elderly individuals. Success stories from criminal activity appear 

on this discussion channel. Channel 5 had one of the smallest active subscribers range from the sample. 

However, the communication was frequent, which gives the impression that the channel utilisation is for real-

time attack scenarios. Immediate requests for users with available drop addresses and active cryptocurrency 

exchange accounts are commonplace. Fraudsters communicate step-by-step instructions on how to help 

launder and move money through these exchanges, including techniques to avoid detection when 

withdrawing from these exchanges to a bank account. 

 

As an overall point of interest, Channels 2-5 demonstrate much of the slang expression and anti-language 

discussed previously in Section 5.2.2 and Table 10, which shows that the cyber scam subculture exists in these 

discussion channels. Pre-requisite targeted phishing attacks on individuals may have formed hidden stages 

before discussing and sharing content within the channels. Throughout the exchanges between users in the 

channels, there appears little thought to the victims of the stolen information. There was high confidence and 

often a perception that the participants were untraceable and acting in high anonymity. Much of the channel 

conversations showed excitement. The activity is gamified in a way in which channel participants can engage 

immediately to make themselves money. As an important observation, users of these channels act together 

as a herd, the moment new target profile information is shared. Channel subscribers tag and alert each other 

to highlight active victim profiles in an organised manner. This evidence also confirms a “chained attack”, 

using the active dump information to go on and then perform secondary stage targeted attacks on a victim 

using sophisticated online fraud techniques. 

 

Critically, this investigation reveals that each of the channels sampled has been active for at least one month 

and show regular communications throughout 2021, without interruption. Within these channels, 

participants appear to interact as if they are free to do as they please with the stolen personal and financial 

information, without fear of authorities or a need to present any communication in 

secret. The Telegram channels also appear to act like organised crime units, where a particular 

administration hierarchy exists, and the top-level participants remain in control and ultimately remove 
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themselves from the immediate activity. I liken the channel participants to digital mules, in which users 

appear to be collaborators in organised online crime. There does not appear to be any evidence that this 

collaboration exploits participants, but this might occur in private communication. Cybercriminals at the top 

of the Telegram channel chain act as organised administrators, recruiting users through social media influence 

to help them launder money, crypto assets, or luxury items in return for a percentage fee. 

The Telegram channel evidence shows success stories and the influential suggestion that online scamming can 

make a participant easy money. 

 

5.5 Summary 

The evidence in Section 5.4 raises serious questions about the potential harm inflicted by the malicious activity 

going unreported on social channels. Increased exposure to social media influence, channels, and cyber scam 

subculture can draw young people towards scamming and cybercrime. Scam influencers primarily aim to 

build followers and promote their interests. The secrecy and excitement of scamming, aided by new slang 

expressions and anti-language, could lead to a shared sense of belonging to groups promoted by these 

influencers. As highlighted in Section 5.3, Government and police authorities have struggled to contain social 

media online fraud growth and must modernise. Without the social media companies' support, the situation 

will continue to worsen. Several Governments have attempted to block the Telegram messaging app [192]. 

New open-source secure messaging applications will surface to replace these, and cybercriminals will shift 

toward the most anonymous channels. I believe awareness and education is key to helping slow the spread of 

these channels, with relentless pressure applied towards social media companies to ensure they restrict access 

to scam-related content. 

 

It is important to cross-reference previous chapters as part of this summary discussion. In Chapter 3, 

situational factors caused by the COVID-19 pandemic could also have increased subscribers to these social 

channels. If individuals lost access to their source of income due to the pandemic or have been unable to 

return to traditional workplace roles, they may be attracted to making easy money online. In Chapter 4, I 

demonstrated the speed and mobility of fraudsters when the Omicron variant surfaced. The evidence 

collected in Section 5.4.3 was carried out shortly after this period, in early January 2022. Active target profile 

dumps may have been extracted from Omicron-related phishing campaigns during this period. The evidence 

in Section 5.4.3 further demonstrates that chained attack techniques are in use and is of significant concern. 

Due to Omicron-related situational factors, higher phishing susceptibility may directly increase attack 

success rates, causing personal and financial harm. 
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A final observation from the previous Chapter 4 is that the Omicron phishing evidence showed that UK NHS 

phishing emails were modified for use in the USA, indicating the global nature of activity across these social 

channels. With the pandemic being a global event, fraudsters are likely working together across borders for 

any source of income. Phishing and scamming ideas might have been stolen and contextualised for maximum 

geographical impact. The Telegram channel investigation in Section 5.4 also demonstrated communication 

cross-over and services offered across multiple regions, including North America and Europe, highlighting the 

broader threat scale. The pandemic has shifted more people online and reduced movement significantly. The 

online world of scamming, enhanced by pandemic events, seemingly has no physical barriers compared to 

traditional or physical crimes.  
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6. Conclusions 
This concluding chapter is a final opportunity to bring together all of the themes from Chapters 3 - 5. Section 

6.1 provides a detailed review of the project objectives to establish how these have been achieved. Section 

6.2 then provides a list of the author’s thoughts, whilst Section 6.3 highlights some of the limitations in this 

work. Section 6.4 provides five additional recommendations to guide the reader in awareness of how to 

protect against online phishing scams. Finally, Section 6.5 provides an opportunity to discuss future work and 

technical contributions. 

 

6.1 Summary and objectives 

Investigating whether phishing susceptibility increased during the pandemic is an important cause. Using the 

recent events of the Omicron variant to produce a visual timeline has shown how quickly attackers can modify 

phishing campaigns. Linking criminological theories with pandemic-related situational factors also significantly 

contributes to the discussion within this modern crisis environment. However, these perspectives alone may 

create limited outcomes. Therefore, it is essential to understand how the pandemic accelerated a rise in 

online cybercrime, how individuals are drawn to cybercrime, and whether phishing attacks are just the first 

stage before more sophisticated attack techniques occur. 

 

A rise in cyber scam subculture, including the use of social media influence and channels to coordinate and 

gamify fraudulent activity, shows the depth of secondary stage attack sophistication. Ultimately these 

avenues lead to serious personal and financial harm for a target victim. Many victims may suggest that they 

were unsure how it could even happen to them. Understanding the true scale of attacks that go unreported 

and how challenging this is for various authorities to monitor and prevent is a question that will remain with 

me. The crisis environment surrounding the pandemic extended for two years, and the next unknown crisis 

will surely follow. Without the full support of social media companies and authorities to better moderate and 

protect, cybercriminals will continue without fear, restriction, or prosecution. 

 

6.1.1 Objectives 

The first objective was to demonstrate how pandemic factors impact human behaviours and increase 

phishing susceptibility. I used Chapter 3 to explore how attackers target people during a crisis. I chose to use 

Lewin’s heuristic formula B = f (P, E) [87] to explain what defines human behaviour, where human 

behaviour (B) is a function (f) of the relationship between the person (P) and the environment (E). This 

formula was helpful since it provided structure for the chapter in the following way: 
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• Firstly, Section 3.2 introduced phishing attack types and technical methods to provide a full 

background into the pandemic phishing attack landscape. 

• Secondly, Section 3.3-4 explored the person (P) factors, using Cialdini’s “six principles of influence” 

[107] and a selection of human factors to demonstrate how attackers target people disrupted by the 

pandemic, using social engineering techniques to increase phishing susceptibility. 

• Finally, Section 3.5 explored the environmental (E) factors, demonstrating how certain situations 

during the pandemic increased phishing susceptibility. 

 

In Chapter 3, I asserted that fraudsters, through shared experiences, might become psychological experts 

and used the pandemic disruption to their advantage. I also used a basic ID system to classify each topic item 

to help correlate these to COVID-19 events captured in Chapter 4. 

 

The second objective was to produce a visual timeline of pandemic phishing events, using the emergence of 

the Omicron variant to evidence how quickly attackers modified phishing campaigns to target victims. I 

used Chapter 4 to define a methodology for researching Omicron announcements and phishing evidence. I 

mapped the topic item IDs from Chapter 3 to provide a high-level analysis of the frequency in which person 

(P) and environmental (E) factors occurred. This analysis revealed a significant overall impact across all 

selected factors, as each new Omicron announcement was released, climaxing at the end of the data 

collection period in December 2021. The evidence in Chapter 4 further reinforced the assertion in Chapter 

3 that fraudsters used psychological sophistication and the pandemic disruption to their advantage. 

 

The analysis of the findings from the visual timeline in Section 4.4.2 shows that attackers quickly mobilised 

to construct new phishing threats as COVID-19 Omicron announcements were communicated. However, the 

phishing evidence collected will only present a fraction of the content sent during this period. More 

sophisticated and devious phishing emails and messages would have been less detectable and not appeared 

in the research, which raises questions about how much phishing content is going unreported. Findings 

in Chapter 4 also raise important questions about how attackers might be grouping together in a herd to target 

victims and use chained attack techniques. In Chapter 5, I demonstrated evidence of chained attacks forming 

through public social media channels closely following the research period. 

 

The third objective was to use a case study to examine the recent BBC Panorama investigation: Hunting the 

Social Media Fraudsters and highlight key issues and recommendations. The case study in Chapter 5 

demonstrates that social media influenced cybercrime exists in the UK, with multiple examples of how 

independent actors are drawn to cybercrime. 
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In Section 5.3, I outlined three areas from the case study for discussion and provided my recommendations: 

 

• Online scamming appears to be an attractive way to earn easy money online. I highlight challenges 

with the emerging cyber scam culture and how authorities must modernise and adapt. The police may 

have abundant experience handling traditional crimes but will need to invest heavily in technical and 

cultural strategies to combat online crime culture amongst young people. It is no longer physical 

crimes that are carried out across UK county lines. It is crimes that are carried out online and from 

the safety of the home. 

• Social media companies are hungry for new users, therefore have removed registration barriers and 

do not appear to be acting proactively. I argue that social media companies must do much more to 

prevent fake accounts and harmful scam content from appearing on their websites and 

communication applications. Poor content moderation and weaknesses in reporting tools allow new 

fraudulent accounts to be created, and loyal subscribers soon pivot. Harsher regulatory measures and 

controls must be applied to social media companies to prevent social media fraudsters from causing 

harm. 

• Victims of fraud appear to go unnoticed, and banks are shifting responsibility onto these victims. The 

case study in Chapter 5 highlighted how online scamming appears normalised amongst young people. 

There are assumptions made by those that commit the crimes that banks will refund victims of fraud. 

However, this is often not the case. Authorities need to carefully inspect fraud survey data to ensure 

they are not miscalculating official crime figures, which may only show a fraction of reported cases. To 

fully understand the true scale of the problem, accurate victim numbers must first be identified, 

with rapid measures implemented to reduce further harm. 

 

It was also necessary within the third objective to dive deeper into three sub-objectives: 

 

a) Identify whether there are plausible links between social media influenced cybercrime and a rise in 

independent actors using pandemic factors to their advantage. 

 

Section 5.4 provides evidence of Telegram channel users interacting, sharing harmful content, scam 

techniques and dumps of complete personal and financial information profiles. Figures 8 – 10, 12 show 

genuine phishing examples of how attackers use pandemic factors to their advantage. Whilst it is difficult to 

identify precisely whether specific pandemic factors were taken advantage of in these social channels, there 

was evidence of COVID-19 passes being advertised. The Telegram investigation in Section 5.4 was carried out 
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in January 2022, shortly after the worldwide emergence of the Omicron variant. Therefore, there is a high 

likelihood that sensitive information was captured from pandemic-themed phishing campaigns and shared 

through social media during this time. Omicron phishing evidence captured in Chapter 4 helps demonstrate 

a theory that fraudsters will have used pandemic factors to their advantage to extract sensitive information 

from victims and then further utilise social media channels to share these target profiles with others. 

 

b) Provide new research to uncover specialist social messaging channels used to promote online scam 

activity and demonstrate how easy it is for young people to be drawn to cybercrime. 

 

In Section 5.4, I investigated the Telegram social messaging app, analysing messages within public channels 

to reveal scam services and communication. By sampling five individual Telegram channels, I demonstrate 

evidence of sophisticated online fraud techniques used to deceive victims. The data collection methodology 

identifies how easy it is to locate these harmful public channels. The evidence from Section 5.4 also validated 

claims from the BBC Panorama Investigation that slang expressions are in use. In Sections 5.2.1 – 2, I provide 

a detailed reference for the reader to explain how UK cyber scam culture emerges using slang and anti-

language that can be an attractive way to communicate and bind identity, drawing young people to 

cybercrime. 

 

c) Identify evidence of chained attack techniques. 

 

In Section 5.4.3, a specific analysis from Telegram Channel 5 shows that users on these channels are working 

together to share active dumped personal and financial information profiles. I uncovered real-time 

communications discussing chained attack techniques. Messages exchanged imply that active information 

profiles are ready for immediate secondary stage targeting. This evidence confirms that primary phishing 

attacks first capture active victim profiles. The next stage in the chain is to perform secondary stage attacks, 

such as spoofed phone calls, through automated software. These sophisticated online fraud techniques 

allow an attacker to successfully deceive a victim, which can result in serious financial harm. 

 

6.2 The author’s thoughts and discussion 

Section 6.2 is an opportunity to summarise my thoughts after producing this piece of work, and I believe that 

this final analysis demonstrates the following points: 

 

• The COVID-19 pandemic health crisis has caused major disruption worldwide, creating a unique set of 

events in our current lifetime. 
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• When people were distracted and stressed during the pandemic, fraudsters were more likely to have 

had a higher chance of successfully turning a target into a victim. 

• Phishing is a straightforward attack method and can be quickly modified to deliver devious campaigns 

that trick users into revealing sensitive information. 

• Phishing susceptibility has increased, and fraudsters have become more psychologically sophisticated 

through the shared experience of the pandemic. 

• Complete financial profiles extracted from phishing can be used for sophisticated secondary stage 

attacks. These attacks are becoming more accessible through widely available OTP spoofing software. 

• Pandemic situational factors, such as home working or financial loss, lead to disruption and contribute 

to increased phishing susceptibility. 

• From the evidence in Chapter 5, there is dangerous growth of socially influenced cybercrime, where 

scam channels, subscription services, scam technique documents and software for spoofing and 

sending phishing emails are freely available on the public internet. 

• UK cyber scam subculture has emerged during the pandemic and appears to be thriving on social 

media, with anti-language and slang expressions growing in popularity. 

• Young people are easily drawn to cybercrime, and this is a complex issue: 

o On the one hand, we have a large portion of the population shifted quickly to some form of 

homeworking or, at a minimum, spent more time at home and online. 

o Specific types of jobs may no longer exist due to the pandemic, which means individuals need 

to look for new sources of income. 

o Boredom and more time spent online can also contribute to individuals investigating new 

social spaces online. 

o The BBC Panorama investigation highlights that young people are involved. However, there 

could be just as many adults involved, not only from the UK. Online scamming could be 

administered from abroad to target individuals in the UK, which is highly plausible. 

• As in organised crime, where money mules are used to carry out laundering and criminal tasks through 

the chain of command [193], digital mules emerge in the same format online. The evidence in Section 

5.4.3 demonstrates that this happens within Telegram channels, where administrative hierarchy 

exists to coerce new users into fraudulent activity. 

• The coordinated activity of searching for users with active cryptocurrency exchange accounts allows 

channel administrators to avoid detection and launder proceeds from scams without directly 

committing online crimes. 

• Online cybercrime and sophisticated attempts to defraud victims are on the rise. There may be many 

cases of fraud that go unreported to the police, skewing official figures and indicators. The ONS [182] 
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and Which? surveys [183] provide a better indication of the scale since these will survey individuals 

who may not have reported crimes to the police. 

• Social media companies and authorities must work harder to protect users, and significant public 

awareness efforts are needed to highlight the dangers of phishing and online scams. 

 

6.3 Limitations of the project 

Focusing so much on the context of the pandemic period was the primary concern as I set out to prepare this 

work in late 2021. However, as the events surrounding the Omicron variant returned such a sense of disruption 

in December 2021, I felt it was entirely appropriate to consider the impact of the pandemic from an extended 

nature. As the global health crisis extended for two years, it became essential to recognise the prolonged 

impact this has had on human behaviours. 

 

It was necessary to define the project scope to events that occurred and have relevance in the UK, to ensure 

focus throughout. However, it could be argued that this project and the intentions set out in it are entirely 

applicable for a global readership. 

 

A limitation of this project might be the vast scale of Chapter 3 which explored how attackers target people in 

a crisis. The phishing threat group is broad, and the targeting of human vulnerabilities can occur in many ways. 

Whilst it might have been more concise to focus on a smaller sample of topics in Tables 2 – 6, each element 

was necessary to provide the reader with coverage and appropriate awareness.  

 

Initially, I had intended to focus specifically on phishing. However, in Chapter 5, my curiosity uncovered the 

emerging social media elements. Since cybercriminals desire sensitive information to perform more serious 

secondary attacks, I felt it was imperative to develop a thesis that considered the entire chained attack cycle. 

Specifically, how dumped phishing data is used to build active target profiles to share with others in real-time. 

It was here that I began to find evidence that young people are drawn towards cybercrime through social 

influence and cyber scam culture. I acknowledge the overall length of this project, but it felt necessary to 

ensure a thorough exploratory piece of work covered all angles of this emerging topic. 

 

6.4 Protecting against phishing and online scams 

As a final opportunity to improve awareness, Section 6.4 aims to provide five additional recommendations to 

help the reader protect against phishing and online scams: 
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1. Sign up to the Which? Scam Alert Service5 campaign website [194]. This resource provides a regular 

email newsletter highlighting new trends in online scams. The newsletter includes tips to help protect 

against fake messages and avoid being targeted online. 

2. Visit the Take Five6 campaign website [195]. This resource provides fraud protection information with 

the following “Stop, Challenge, Protect” guidance: 

• Stop: Pause to think carefully about the current situation. 

• Challenge: First, question if this could be a scam. It is okay to reject and ignore any request. 

• Protect: Use the number on your bank card to contact your bank directly if you believe you may 

have been involved in a scam. 

3. Enable Two-Factor Authentication (2FA) for each email account and all online website accounts 

supporting this feature. SMS text message-based authentication is weaker than authentication apps 

such as Authy [196] and Google Authenticator [197]. These applications can be installed on your 

smartphone device and allow you to generate a thirty-second authentication code for each online 

platform session. Two-factor authentication provides an additional layer of security and provides 

some assurance that unlawful access will not be permitted even if your password has been 

compromised. 

4. Modern smartphones can restrict unknown phone calls unless a known number is stored in your 

address book. It is advisable to enable this caller protection feature to prevent unknown callers. 

Attackers will also take advantage of the small screen size on smartphone devices to conceal malicious 

links. If in doubt, check a suspect email or message on another device, or show it to somebody else. 

5. If you receive a phone call, email, or message from someone appearing to be your bank or 

organisation you trust, simply hang up and do not respond to any digital communication. Call your 

bank directly, using the number printed on the back of your bank card and ask to speak to an advisor. 

Do not give out authentication or one-time passwords to anyone, as these will never be requested. 

 

6.5 Future work and contribution 

This work has primarily been explorative, and to enhance it in the future, I have provided some technical areas 

in which this research could contribute additional value in this field: 

 

• Technical research could be carried out based on the research, setting up a honey pot to examine the 

footprint of COVID-19-related phishing emails. 

 
5 https://campaigns.which.co.uk/scam-alert-service/ 
6 https://www.takefive-stopfraud.org.uk 
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• Following the BBC Panorama investigation, a deeper dive into the OTP spoofing software investigated 

might add new value. Technical analysis could then be provided to the relevant cybercrime agencies 

by interrogating feature sets and investigating weaknesses or vulnerabilities. 

• Further technical work to support the investigation into Telegram messaging channels: 

o Develop a tool to detect and report these channels automatically. The tool would crawl new 

channel variations and auto-report and auto-post to community moderated channels for 

reporting purposes. 

o Automated analysis to understand new slang expressions and anti-language to help 

authorities decipher messaging. 

o Design a model to interrogate participant location and age groups within the channels. 
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